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The Hinsdale Island Greenway proposes a 
community driven vision for the reuse of  
Hinsdale Island, the Anna Hunt Marsh Bridge, 
and the Charles Dana Bridge as a resilient 
public landscape that balances recreation and 
conservation goals. Within the project context, 
three research questions are investigated. 
1) How does resiliency theory inform the 
design of  riverine landscapes? 2) How can 
designed experiments be applied within public 
landscapes? 3) How can a transect framework 
be applied to organize design interventions 
at a site scale? A literature review, interviews 
with experts, case studies, and lessons learned 
during the course of  this project are all used 
to identify key takeaways for each question. 
Original work generated includes proposing 
the first design experiment within a public 
landscape that employs a randomized complete 
block design and long-term monitoring 
program. Additionally, the term “transect 
frameworks” is proposed and defined in this 
project, demonstrated as applicable at the scale 
of  individual project sites, and based on this 
project’s insights a series of  four rules are 
proposed that outline the applicability and use 
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Introduction
This master’s project site includes Hinsdale 
Island, the Anna Hunt Marsh and Charles 
Dana Bridges, and the land adjacent to where 
the bridges make landfall on either side of  the 
Connecticut River (Figure 1).
Hinsdale Island is a roughly 11.6 acre landmass 
in the center of  the Connecticut River between 
Vermont and New Hampshire. The project site 
extends from the island to include the Anna 
Hunt Marsh and the Charles Dana Bridges, 
along with a portion of  the adjacent shore on 
either side of  the Connecticut River. Route 
119 currently crosses the Connecticut River at 
these two bridges and divides Hinsdale Island 
in half. The Anna Hunt Marsh Bridge connects 
to the Southern end of  downtown Brattleboro, 
Vermont just a few hundred feet downstream 
from the mouth of  Whetstone Brook. 
Meanwhile, the Charles Dana Bridge extends 
to the NH shoreline and the town of  Hinsdale, 
although the downtown is located about 6-8 
miles further south down Route (Rte.) 119.
In 2023 the Anna Hunt Marsh Bridge and 
Charles Dana Bridge will be decommissioned 
to vehicle use upon the completion of  a new 
bridge for Rte. 119, approximately 1000’ 
downstream. The existing bridges will be 
adapted to pedestrian and bike traffic only 
and the island turned into a park to provide 
recreation opportunities to locals and residents. 
1.1 Project Site
Figure 1: Existing conditions of  the project site and the surrounding landscape.
1.2 In the Context of a Changing 
World
1.3 Climate Change and the 
Anthropocene
Humanity is entering a critical time of  change 
and adaptation that will largely determine 
the type of  world left to today’s children and 
future generations. Climate change, population 
growth, and urbanization forces are coming 
to bear all at once, with the effects of  one 
compounding the effects of  the others.  The 
choices we make in the coming decades will 
largely govern how we live with and adapt to 
the projected physical and environmental shifts 
(IPCC 2018). 
The climate is changing. Global mean surface 
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beginning to implement to this end is the use 
of  green infrastructure (Pellegrino et al., 2015).
1.6 Green Infrastructure, Adaptive 
Management, and Designed 
Experiments
1.7 Green Infrastructure 
Frameworks
Green Infrastructure is one of  the most 
commonly employed strategies for increasing 
ecosystem services through landscape design. 
Green infrastructure describes integrated 
systems and networks of  open space and natural 
areas that are connected by and supported 
with protected natural, artificial, and hybrid 
infrastructures of  built spaces, which together 
provide an array of  cultural, economic, and 
ecosystem services  (Abunnasr & Hamin, 2012; 
Paraphrased from Pellegrino et al., 2015). 
The term green infrastructure often overlaps 
with other phrases that describe landscapes 
and built environments that provide multiple 
ecosystem services such as “productive 
infrastructure” (Clouse, 2014), “soft 
infrastructure” (Guy Nordenson et al., 2010), 
or “high performance landscapes, built-natural 
infrastructure, or hybrid-infrastructure” (U.S. 
General Services Administration, 2017). Hybrid 
Infrastructure can be thought of  as a subset of  
green infrastructure that combines elements 
of  both “engineered and ecosystem based 
systems” (Pellegrino et al., 2015) to create high 
performing landscapes and landscape-building 
systems (U.S. General Services Administration, 
2017).
This project provides opportunities to introduce 
green infrastructure into the landscapes of  
Brattleboro and Hinsdale Island. However, 
there is a large knowledge gap in the field of  
landscape ecology regarding the ecological 
function of  town landscapes (Forman, 2019). 
Compared to cities, rural landscapes, and 
uninhabited landscapes, relatively little has been 
studied regarding the landscapes in and around 
towns, despite the fact that towns and villages 
house almost half  of  the world’s population 
and affect roughly half  the global land surface 
(Forman, 2019). As such, this project will 
likely require design interventions made on 
incomplete knowledge or understandings of  
the systems it affects. Landscape ecologists 
and natural resource managers work with such 
complex systems that there is always a degree of  
uncertainty involved in management decisions. 
To deal with this, landscape ecologists employ 
adaptive management (Holling, 1978). 
Adaptive management involves making 
decisions based on the knowledge available, 
monitoring the response of  the system to glean 
knowledge from the management action, and 
then using what was learned to inform future 
management (Holling, 1978).
The increasingly frequent adoption of  green 
infrastructure has led to efforts to create 
planning and design frameworks around which 
green infrastructure can be organized. One 
such approach focused on creating networks of  
green infrastructure is the greenway concept. 
Greenways are defined by Charles Little in his 
book, Greenways for America, (1990, pp. 4–5) 
as
“open space connectors linking parks, nature 
reserves, cultural features, or historic sites with 
each other and with populated areas.”  
Ryan et al (2002) went on to classify three 
categories of  greenways according to 
function: nature protection greenways, 
recreational greenways, and historical and 
cultural greenways. Greenways can connect 
and organize individual pieces of  green 
infrastructure into a network that provides 
additional benefits beyond the sum of  its 
parts and serves as a useful organizational and 
planning framework for green infrastructure 
design and implementation.
Abunnasr and Hamin (2012) propose a green 
infrastructure organizational framework called 
the green infrastructure transect. The green 
transect utilizes aspects of  both the urban 
transect (Duany & Talen, 2002) and the natural 
transect to identify spatially different urban 
zones that require different green infrastructure 
strategies and tactics. Such a framework may 
be highly applicable to this project site, which 
within the project bounds condenses the urban 
to rural transect from the region scale to within 
the site scale (Figure 2). As such, there is an 
opportunity to explore how such a transect 
framework may be employed for the purposed 
of  site and green infrastructure design.
1.4 Sustainability and Resiliency
1.5 Ecosystem Services
temperatures are increasing, rainfall and 
seasonal patterns are shifting, species are 
migrating, and oceans are rising and acidifying 
(IPCC, 2018). New England is expected to 
see both increasing annual rainfall totals, and 
increasingly erratic and extreme rainfall events 
over the coming decades as a result of  climate 
change (Vose et al., 2016). This will increase 
the frequency and severity of  floods in New 
England’s tributaries, especially the more 
dangerous (to human life) flash floods.
Climate change is caused primarily by human 
combustion of  fossil fuels and its subsequent 
cascading effects (IPCC, 2018) and is part of  
a larger picture in which humans have rapidly 
become the driving agents behind changes in 
world biogeophysical systems (Walters et al., 
2016). This new age, the Anthropocene, is a 
unique period in time when humans are both 
the driving cause of  the global challenges they 
face, while at the same time have the singular 
ability to intervene and mitigate the portending 
effects of  said challenges. 
However, the window of  opportunity to 
intervene and affect change for the better is 
rapidly shrinking. The UN projects that the 
world has until only 2030 to enact the measures 
necessary to contain global warming to 1.5 
degrees Celsius (IPCC, 2018). Humans have 
been racking up an ecological debt, and they will 
soon have to settle up. It is therefore imperative 
that humans begin designing landscapes that 
support a more sustainable and resilient world.
Sustainability can be defined as balancing various 
social, economic, and environmental pressures 
through constant change and adaptation 
in order to meet the needs of  the present 
without compromising the ability of  future 
generations to meet their needs or reducing 
future generation’s quality of  life (Calkins, 
2012; World Commission on Environment and 
Development, 1987; Wu, 2013). Sustainability 
is a dynamic state applied to social-ecological 
systems and thus is also intertwined with 
equity. A sustainable system by necessity must 
achieve a level of  equitable access to resources 
(World Commission on Environment and 
Development, 1987). Because sustainability 
entails the long-term management of  social-
economic systems, the term is often used in 
conjunction with the concept of  resilience.
Resiliency refers to the ability of  complex 
systems to undergo disturbance and maintain 
or return to their prior state (Holling, 1978). 
Because in complex systems disturbances are 
both unpredictable and guaranteed, a system 
cannot be considered sustainable if  it does not 
have some degree of  resiliency. Resilience can 
be thought of  as an important characteristic of  
sustainability (Wu, 2013). However, resiliency 
and sustainability are not interchangeable. 
Highly degraded systems can be resilient in 
that it can be extremely hard to shift them back 
into a more productive state. Urban streams 
dominated by invasive species and tainted with 
heavy metal pollutants are two such examples. 
These degraded streams are not sustainable, 
yet they are highly resilient to disturbance. 
Even highly intensive disturbances such as 
stream restoration projects may ultimately fail 
to shift the system, as propagules of  invasive 
species may re-colonize the site, out compete 
the restoration planting, and ultimately shift 
the stream back into its pre-disturbance state.
A widely used group of  metrics used for 
evaluating landscape sustainability is the concept 
of  ecosystem services. Ecosystem services 
refer to the benefits humans receive directly 
or indirectly from ecosystems (Costanza et al., 
1997). These could be goods, such as food and 
fiber, or services such as pollination and water 
filtration. Additionally, ecosystem services 
encapsulate both the direct and indirect benefits 
humans receive. The benefits provided by many 
ecosystem services are not currently valued in 
the financial system and therefore much of  the 
land use decision making process. This has led 
to gross mismanagement and overall reductions 
in the ecosystem services available. 
In 2005 the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 
concluded that the world’s ecosystems can no 
longer be assumed to sustain future generations 
(2005). This means that simply conserving the 
remaining healthy and productive landscapes 
is not a sufficient strategy. To meet the needs 
of  the world, landscape strategies must be 
implemented that go beyond protection and 
result in net increases of  ecosystem services 
(Costanza et al., 1997; Windhager et al., 2010). 
One strategy that many communities are 
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cost effective and politically achievable in the 
context of  developed town centers.
Perhaps more literally than any other 
landscape, river systems and their components 
are tightly and intricately connected. What 
happens upstream has an effect on the entire 
downstream portion of  the system (MacBroom, 
1998). Therefore, true system-wide solutions 
must necessarily be envisioned and applied at 
the watershed scale. While it is acknowledged 
that system-wide interventions are necessary to 
address flooding risk, watershed management is 
beyond the scope of  this project. This master’s 
project focuses on the potential of  design to 
increase the local general resilience and specific 
flood resilience of  the site and adjacent areas.
1.9 Project Context
1.10 Summary and Scope: 
Riverine Resiliency, Designed 
Experiments, and Transect 
Frameworks
This is a project that includes a contract with 
the University of  Massachusetts Amherst 
Department of  Landscape Architecture and 
Regional Planning and the Southwest Regional 
Planning Commission. It stipulates the 
production of  design deliverables for the client 
that respond to the design goals outlined by the 
Existing Bridges Subcommittee and public input 
and feedback. This masters project specifically 
explores the issues of  resilient riverine design, 
design experiments, and transect frameworks 
in relation to the Hinsdale Island project site.
This project engages many issues including 
climate change, sustainability, resiliency, 
ecosystem services, green infrastructure design 
and planning, adaptive management, designed 
experiments, flood mitigation, and riverine 
ecosystems. All are pertinent to any proposed 
design for the project site. However, it is not 
possible to thoroughly investigate each of  
these topics and contained subtopics within 
this master’s project. Therefore, the scope of  
this master’s project focuses on the topics of  
resiliency, designed experiments, and transect 
frameworks in order to answer the following 
three guiding research questions.
1. How does resiliency theory inform the 
design of  riverine landscapes?
2. How can designed experiments be applied 
within public landscapes?
3. How can a transect framework be applied 
to organize design interventions at a site 
scale?
1.8 Riverine Landscapes
Rivers are an essential ecosystem to human 
wellbeing and one of  the landscape features 
most commonly and intensely interacted with 
by humans. Historically, the vast majority 
of  human habitation, and later industry, 
was concentrated around rivers due to the 
ecosystem and economic services they offer 
(MacBroom, 1998), such as fresh water, food 
sources, transportation, recreation, and power 
generation for industry. Due to the close, 
frequent, and at times radical interactions 
between humans and rivers, it could be argued 
that river ecosystems are one of  the most 
altered landscape typologies in the world. 
Within the North American continent this is 
especially true in New England, where over 
400 years of  intensive use and development by 
European settlers, subsequent immigrants, and 
their descendants have drastically altered the 
physical, chemical, and ecological characteristics 
of  the region’s tributaries. 
Many of  these alterations were done at 
least in part to reduce the risk of  flooding to 
humans and their riverine settlements. Levees, 
channelization, hardened edges, and dams are 
all interventions that attempt to reduce flood 
risk. This strategy of  hard infrastructural 
interventions has created a “fail-safe” system 
where the risk of  flooding is reduced, but 
the consequences of  a system failure, such as 
a levee breach, are vastly increased (Ahern, 
2011). Besides increasing the catastrophic 
risk of  failure during floods, traditional flood 
infrastructure and other impacts related 
to human settlement have impaired river 
ecosystem (MacBroom, 1998). 
Stream and river ecosystems are one of  the 
most biodiverse of  the landscape typologies 
(Forman, 2019; MacBroom, 1998). This is 
largely due to the high habitat heterogeneity 
both within the water body and along a transect 
from the floodplain through the adjacent 
upland (Forman, 2019). Riverine ecosystems 
can be classified and described along a gradient 
according to the River Continuum Concept 
(Vanote, 1980). The River Continuum Concept 
expresses the idea that tributaries can be 
described along a gradient from headwaters 
to coastal delta according to their physical, 
chemical, and ecological characteristics. The 
underlying dominant food chain shifts from 
detritus based in the headwaters (low order 
streams), to photosynthesis in the midreach 
streams (mid-order streams) to sediment based 
in the low-reach streams (high order streams), 
each supporting unique suites of  organisms 
(MacBroom, 1998). 
The project site is the point of  convergence 
of  two different tributaries. The Whetstone 
Brook is a fast moving, low order stream whose 
food web is based primarily on detritus, such as 
leaf  litter and woody debris. The Whetstone 
Brook empties into the Connecticut River, just 
upstream of  the Anna Hunt Marsh Bridge on 
the Vermont side. The Connecticut River, in 
contrast, is a slow moving, high order stream 
whose food web is based on a combination 
of  photosynthesis and sediments. At the 
convergence is of  the two tributaries is the 
town of  Brattleboro.
Towns situated alongside streams and rivers 
have an overall negative impact on biodiversity, 
stream health, and water quality. Stormwater 
pollution, sewage, industrial wastes, heat 
pollution, erosion from agriculture and 
development, increased impermeable surface 
area, dams, dikes, levees, channelization, and 
other engineered intrusions all contribute 
to decreases in ecosystem health (Forman, 
2019; MacBroom, 1998). These side effects of  
development have more acute negative effects 
on streams than rivers, which are more resilient 
to the impacts of  human settlement at the town 
scale, due to their larger size and greater water 
flow volumes (Forman, 2019).
Many of  the negative effects that settlements 
and other human activities have on streams 
can be mitigated at least in part by appropriate 
riparian vegetation. The presence of  riparian 
vegetation increases biodiversity, fosters wildlife 
movement, reduces water temperatures, and 
filters out suspended sediment and pollutants 
from sheet flow entering water bodies (Barrett 
& Guyer, 2008; Shandas & Alberti, 2009). 
Often riverine towns have channelized and 
or hardened the edges of  streams or rivers 
in order to develop right up to their edges. 
Such is the case of  the Whetstone Brook in 
Brattleboro. In such situations, traditional 
restoration efforts of  reintroducing riparian 
vegetation are not physically or financially 
feasible. It will be necessary to develop green 
infrastructures that achieve similar ecosystem 






A literature review was conducted to identify 
relevant research and theory that addresses the 
following research questions.
1. How does resiliency theory inform the 
design of  riverine landscapes?
2. How can a research through design approach 
be applied within public landscapes?
3. How can a transect framework be applied 
as an organizing framework for design at a 
site scale?
Google Scholar and WorldCAT were used to find 
and obtain the majority of  material. Relevant 
articles on the class reading lists were used to 
initially identify new articles and prominent 
authors on the subjects. These sources were 
reviewed, summarized, and synthesized to 
answer the research questions.
Informal interviews were conducted with 
research, policy, and design professionals to 
learn about their experience grappling with the 
research questions previously listed. Out of  six 
professionals contacted, four ended up being 
interviewed. 
Interview subjects were selected based for 
leading design, research, or policy work in at 
least one, but preferably two or more of  the 
three primary research questions. Interviewers 
were kept anonymous and unrecorded.
Interviews consisted of  an informal 
conversation loosely guided by a sheet of  sub 
questions related to the three primary research 
questions. The amount of  time spent on each 
primary research question topic depended on 
the professional experience of  the interviewee. 
In some cases, only two primary research 
questions were discussed, if  the interviewer 
felt that they only had relevant experience with 
two of  the three topics. The interviews were 
between 30 – 60 minutes in length, and notes 
were typed up during the interview, added to 
and edited immediately after the interview, then 
divided by subject and compiled with notes 
from all other interviews before being assessed.
Precedent studies were chosen that share the 
following criteria.
Physical Environment: riverine and sited 
adjacent to or within a town or city.
Project Focus: recreation and water access, 
flooding resiliency, and/or conservation/
regeneration of  natural areas
Geography: North America
Three precedent studies were selected that 
fit the above criteria. These projects are each 
described briefly in turn.
Saint Patrick’s Island:  
Location – Bow River in Calgary, Alberta
Designer – W Architecture and Landscape 
Architecture, CIVITAS
Size – 31 acres
Project Completion – 2015
Saint Patrick’s Island is a 31-acre park completed 
in 2015 located in the Bow River in Calgary, 
Alberta, Canada (Figure 2). Historically a set 
of  3-5 islands, over the 20th century filling 
operations filled in breaches between the 
islands, leading to increased erosion issues 
during annual floods. The design for the Island 
focused on balancing increased recreational 
opportunities with improved ecology and 
flood resilience. One of  this project’s major 
interventions was reestablishing a breach 
through the island that serves the dual purpose 
of  reducing erosive forces during floods by 
creating an eddy and improving recreational 
water access by making a safe place for people 
to wade and play.
Renaissance Park:
Location – Tennessee River in Chattanooga, 
Tennessee
Designer – Hargreaves Associates
Size – 22 acres
Project Completion – 2006
Renaissance Park is a 22-acre park on the 
banks of  the Tennessee River in Chattanooga, 
Tennessee. Designed by Hargreaves Associates 
and completed in 2006, this park replaced what 
was a former industrial site within Chattanooga’s 
Tennessee River Park. The industrial site 
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Figure 4: New riverside trails along Buffalo Bayou Park lead into downtown Houston, visible in the background (SWA, 2020).
2.4 Site Analysis
2.5 Design
Prior to beginning design the site’s existing 
conditions and surrounding context were 
Conceptual design began in the fall of  2020 
and continued through the spring of  2021. 
The majority of  the conceptual design process 
used trace overlay to investigate, express, 
and revise design ideas. Design development 
was influenced by both client feedback, public 
feedback, and feedback from my thesis project 
committee. Client and public feedback is 
outlined and discussed in the next section. 
During the fall, biweekly thesis project 
committee meetings were held where design 
concepts and thinking were presented and 
critiqued. This continued through the first half  
of  December 2020. During this time design 
work was done exclusively by hand on either 
trace or paper. This allowed for rapid iteration 
and design revisions based on feedback. 
Beginning in January 2021 and through the 
spring the design process shifted to include 
computer aided design and rendering in 
addition to hand drafting. 
investigated and analyzed. The following 
physical, economic, and social conditions were 
examined during site analysis.
• History of  the island and adjacent towns.







included a number of  capped waste cells 
from the former appliance manufacturing and 
enameling facility which were located within 
the 100-year floodplain and determined to be 
leaking into the river. The park design utilizes 
a suite of  strategies including earth form, 
introduced trail systems, constructed wetlands, 
and conserved plant communities to address 
recreation, flood resiliency, and conservation 
goals of  the project.
Buffalo Bayou Park: 
Location – Buffalo Bayou in downtown Houston, 
TX
Designer – SWA
Size – 169 acres
Project Completion - 2015
Buffalo Bayou Park: The Buffalo Bayou Park 
is along the Buffalo Bayou River in downtown 
Houston, TX. The 169-acre park designed 
by SWA was completed in 2015. The project 
sought to reconnect residents of  downtown 
Houston with the Buffalo Bayou by restoring 
and improving water access and increasing 
opportunities for recreation along its length. 
Additionally, the project focused on reducing 
damage and maintenance costs associated with 
frequent and catastrophic flooding events. 
The flood resiliency of  the design was tested 
just a year after completion with the arrival 
of  Hurricane Harvey. Buffalo Bayou Park has 
also successfully weathered two additional 
hurricanes since opening and is viewed as an 
exemplary, tested case study in designing for 
flood resilient riverine landscapes.
Figure 2: Park visitors interacting with water in the breach at Saint Patrick’s Island (Busy P #YYC, 2015).
Figure 3: Constructed wetlands and earthforms that secure contaminated site soil shown above are some of  
the design interventions found at Renaissance Park (Landscape Architecture Foundation, 2021).
The selected precedents were then studied 
for relevant design strategies and lessons 
learned that have the potential to inform this 
project. These takeaways are summarized in 
the precedent study subsections of  chapters 2 





Existing conditions were investigated using 
a combination of  GIS mapping, existing 
analysis in the form of  work from the spring 
2020 undergraduate studio LARP 397D, the 
Environmental Assessment report for the 
new bridge, and site visits on March 9, 2020 
and September 5, 2020. Results from the site 
analysis are presented in the following chapter.
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Figure 6: Word cloud results from the first public survey asking respondents to rank desired activities and values for the project proposal.
Island Activites Values Bridge ActivitiesCommittee meetings resumes on a weekly basis 
in February 2021 and continued through April 
2021. In March, this project was presented 
to faculty and students during the midterm 
presentations where additional outside feedback 
and design critiques were garnered.
2.6 Public Involvement
Throughout the design process public 
involvement was solicited from members of  
the towns of  Hinsdale, NH and Brattleboro, 
VT and the surrounding area. Feedback was 
solicited primarily through online presentations 
hosted by the Southwest Region Planning 
Commission (SWRPC) on Zoom (Figure 5). All 
presentations were given to the existing bridges 
subcommittee, a citizen advisory/planning 
board tasked with developing a vision for the 
Hinsdale Island, Anna Hunt Marsh Bridge, and 
Charles Dana Bridge once Rte. 119 is rerouted. 
Certain meetings were also opened up to the 
general public (Figure 6).
Each meeting reserved a time at the end for 
open questions and feedback. Additionally, 
feedback was collected by J.B. Mack of  SWRPC 
via email over several weeks after each meeting. 
In addition to the public meetings, two surveys 
were conducted to garner additional public 
feedback (Figure 7). One survey was conducted 
asynchronously through the SWRPC website 
and asked residents to prioritize different 
recreational, environmental, cultural, and 
economic project goals, as well as specific 
amenities for Hinsdale Island and the existing 
bridges.
The second survey was conducted 
synchronously during the December 2nd public 
meeting. Three pictures of  each type of  major 
space proposed in the conceptual design were 
shown. These pictures differed in their intensity 
of  land use, environmental impact, and cost to 
construct/maintain. After being shown each of  
the three examples of  a space type, participants 
selected their top choice. Participants also had 
the opportunity to indicate that none of  the 
examples of  a space type were right, or that 
a particular space type was not appropriate to 
include at all in the design. Additionally, open 
ended comments were collected throughout 
the survey. Comments and survey results were 
collected and summarized, then used to inform 
later revisions to the conceptual design plan.
In January, meetings were held with NH 
DEP and NH DOT to solicit input on the 
proposed conceptual design. NH DEP focused 
on suggestions to decrease the environmental 
impact of  the proposal, such as relocating the 
Island water access point and co-locating the 
major gathering areas on the Island. Discussions 
with NH DOT centered around the NH shoreline 
where the eastern bounds of  this project about 
the proposed NH DOT construction plans at 
the corner of  current Rte. 119 and Mountain 
Road. As with public feedback, the input from 
these meetings informed subsequent conceptual 
design revisions.
2021Mar. 9 - Site Visit Sept. 5  - Site Visit Oct. 16 - Public Presentation 
of  LARP 397D 
studio work and 
Public Priorities 
Survey






Dec 2 - Public 
Presentation of  
Conceptual Design 
and Public Visual 
Preference Survey







Jan.25 - Meeting 
with NH Dept. of  
Environmental 
Protection
Jan.26 - Meeting 
with NH Dept. of  
Transportation
Mar. 25 - 
Presentation of  
plans to date to 
Existing Bridges 
Subcommittee
Apr 1 - Public 




May 3 - Final 
Revisions due to 
Existing Bridges 
Subcommittee
Figure 5: Project timeline showing public involvement outlined in pink.
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3. Resiliency 
Theory and Riverine 
Landscapes
This chapter reviews and analyzes information 
gathered through the literature review, 
interviews, and case studies as it relates to 
resiliency theory and its application to riverine 
landscapes. For a full description of  methods, 
refer to chapter 2.
A literature review was conducted according to 
methods outlines in chapter 2, section 2.1. In 
this section the components of  resilience theory 
will be explored, followed by systems and 
disturbances as they relate to resilience theory. 
Finally, literature exploring how resiliency is 
achieved through design is summarized.
Resilience describes the capacity of  a system to 
respond to change or disturbance in a way that 
largely preserves the system’s functionality or 
pre-disturbance state (Ahern, 2011; Walker 
& Salt, 2012).  If  a disturbance or series of  
disturbances cause the system to reorganize 
into a different state with significantly different 
functionality, then the disturbance variables are 
said to have overcome the system’s resilience. 
The definition of  resilience can be expanded 
upon when viewed as two categories: specific 
and general resilience. Specific resilience 
3.1 Literature Review
3.1.1 Components of Resilience Theory
3.1.2 Complex, Adaptive Systems
refers to the ability of  a system to preserve its 
previous function when subjected to a specific 
disturbance, while general resilience considers 
the system’s ability to preserve its previous 
function when subjected to any disturbance 
(Walker & Salt, 2012). 
When managing for resilience, it is important 
to keep in mind that maximizing specific 
resilience comes at the cost of  reducing overall 
resilience (Walker & Salt, 2012). An example of  
this is the maximization of  flood resilience in 
river systems through damming and artificial 
levees. Although this increases the river’s 
resilience to flooding, its many negative effects, 
from reduced water quality and interrupted 
wildlife movement to altered sediment flow and 
nutrient cycling, lead to an overall decrease in 
the river system’s health (MacBroom, 1998), 
thus reducing its general or “overall” resilience.
Resilience theory incorporates numerous 
concepts. Some of  the central concepts include 
adaptive cycles, thresholds, regime shifts, 
feedback loops, and controlling variables 
(Parsons & Thomas, 2018; Walker & Salt, 2012).
These concepts are each examined in turn in 
the following paragraphs.
Adaptive cycles refer to the cycle of  change a 
system goes through in response to disturbance. 
The adaptive cycle has four phases; exploitation, 
conservation, release, and reorganization 
(Walker & Salt, 2012). Exploitation consists 
of  rapid growth associated with plentiful 
resources. Conservation is characterized by 
slowed growth and the accumulation of  energy 
and biomass. Release is triggered by some form 
of  disturbance, causing the stored resources of  
the system to be released and become available 
again. Reorganization is the phase during 
which the system either shifts into a new state 
or reorganizes back into its previous state. 
When a system reorganizes into a new state it 
is referred to as a regime shift. A regime shift 
occurs when a system crosses a threshold, which 
is when a variable(s) of  the system changes to 
a degree that the system’s state of  dynamic 
equilibrium (regime) changes (shifts) 
(Walker & Salt, 2012). Regime shifts can be 
caused by large disturbances or a number of  
small disturbances accumulating over time. 
Feedback loops are cycles in which a system 
responds to a disturbance by either reducing 
it (negative feedback loop) or increasing it 
(positive feedback loops) (Parsons & Thomas, 
2018; Walker & Salt, 2012). Over time, feedback 
loops can amplify small disturbances and 
contribute to regime shifts. Certain variables 
have an outsized impact on the regime state 
of  specific systems and are referred to as 
controlling variables (Walker & Salt, 2012). 
Controlling variables are of  special importance 
to managers working within complex systems.
Resilience theory applies to complex, adaptive 
systems (Ahern, 2011; Pickett et al., 2004; 
Walker & Salt, 2012). Walker and Salt (2012, 
p. 5) define complex adaptive systems as 
possessing three properties:
1. “It has components that are 
Figure 7: Screen captures from the April 1 conceptual design proposal zoom presentation to the public.
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edges with soft infrastructure referred to as 
“nature based solutions.” (Chia et al., 2020, p. 
1) Based on their analysis, they provide several 
recommendations for increasing the resiliency 
of  restored river channels. Plant selection 
associated with riparian revegetation in urban 
contexts should be driven by functional needs, 
which may mean that in certain instances it 
is appropriate to include exotic vegetation. 
Additionally, they suggest mowing riparian 
vegetation prior to flood seasons to help protect 
the plants by reducing the sheer stress they are 
subjected to during flood events. Overall, the 
authors emphasize the importance of  riverside 
plant selection and advocate for proactive 
design and an adaptive management approach 
and emphasize the importance of  riverside 
plant selection.
Designing for river system resiliency is 
challenging due to the relative size of  the 
design site compared to the footprint of  the 
river system itself  (Rowinski et al., 2018). For 
heavily modified rivers, low-cost interventions 
that can be applied system-wide are needed 
to increase river system resilience. Vegetation 
and two stage channels are proposed as feasible 
interventions with a positive impact on both 
flood and overall resilience. Two stage channels 
describe a river system with a functional, 
vegetated floodplain, whether that floodplain is 
naturally occurring or highly engineered.
In planning and policy for resilient river systems, 
Parsons et al (2018) list the science policy 
interface, the state of  resilience science, rivers 
as socio-ecological systems, key characteristics 
of  resilient systems, the co-generation of  
knowledge, and an adaptive management 
approach as the six most important elements. 
Although the authors’ focus is on planning 
rather than design, they stress the importance 
of  knowledge generation, trans-disciplinarity, 
and adaptive management which have been 
identified by numerous papers as key tenets of  
resilient design (Kato and Ahern 2008; Novotny, 
Ahern, and Brown 2010; Chia, Wang, and Chen 
2020; Bahrami, Alehashemi, and Motedayen 
2019)
In the context of  the current study, interviewees 
were asked to discuss their professional 
experience (both research and practice) with 
investigating and fostering resiliency of  
riverine landscapes (See section 2.2 for details 
on interview methodology). Interviewees from 
a range of  design to research backgrounds 
highlighted a number of  different lines of  
thinking regarding riverine resiliency and the 
role of  landscape architects.
The complexity of  river systems laterally, 
horizontally, and over time was emphasized. 
Rivers have a deep history, spatial complexity, 
and many layers of  human intervention that 
have accrued over time. Any time landscape 
architects are designing in the riverine realm, 
the question of  “what should this system look 
like,” must be answered. However, an equally 
important question is: who should answer that 
question? Should it be relegated to designers, 
other specialists, or the community? The 
3.2 Interviews
appropriate answer can be debated and changed 
based on specific projects.
When it comes to specific projects, it was 
pointed out that most riverine projects involving 
landscape architects occur in ecologically 
damaged, urban contexts. In these cases the 
project goals, including those of  resiliency, are 
a moving target largely governed by local and 
state regulatory agencies. These projects will 
often require work with engineers and fluvial 
geomorphologists. 
In such projects the role of  landscape architects 
was aptly described by one interviewee with 
extensive project experience who describes the 
power of  landscapes architects as lying in their 
ability to change how specialists and the public 
look at projects. While different specialist 
fields are often siloed, landscape architects 
are increasingly involved in bringing together 
interdisciplinary teams for riverine projects. 
The teams are often led by landscape architects 
at the beginning through the conceptual design 
phase. Then roles shift and the landscape 
architect becomes a team member, while 
engineering specialists take over the project 
lead through the implementation phase. To 
be effective in these roles, it is necessary 
for landscape architects to have a grasp of  
engineering and regulatory terminology.
Riverine projects are always limited to a specific 
site, whether it is one acre or one thousand 
acres. Therefore, there are many river system 
variables that landscape architects will not have 
control over. It is necessary to “treat the patient 
By this definition, a river system is a complex, 
adaptive system. River systems are composed 
of  water, sediment, fish, insects, landform, 
plants, chemicals, and many more variables that 
are all interacting and undergoing change over 
time. While all of  the example components just 
listed are considered nonhuman in nature, it is 
important to recognize that humans and their 
activities exert tremendous influence over the 
functioning of  river systems, especially in urban 
areas. Therefore, rivers can also be thought 
of  as socio-economic systems (Novotny et al., 
2010; Parsons & Thomas, 2018). 
Healthy river systems are dynamic (Bahrami et 
al., 2019; Palmer et al., 2005). River channels 
migrate laterally and horizontally over time, 
deposit sediment in some places and erode it 
away in others (MacBroom, 1998). At times 
they run dry, while at other times they overflow 
their banks for days. River systems constantly 
undergo change, but usually within bounds or 
a certain range. This is referred to as dynamic 
equilibrium. Non-equilibrium theory states 
that “nature and natural-cultural systems are 
inherently variable, uncertain, and prone to 
unpredictable change” (Novotny et al., 2010).
independent and interacting.
2. There is some selection process at 
work on those components and on 
the results of  their interactions.
3. Variation and novelty are constantly 
being added to the system”
3.1.3 Disturbances
3.1.4 Designing for Resiliency
Disturbances are a regular occurrence in 
complex, adaptive systems. In fact, small 
scale disturbances often help to maintain the 
resiliency of  a system over time (Walker & 
Salt, 2012). When disturbances are suppressed 
as part of  management, it often results in 
decreased resilience. This can be a decrease 
in specific resilience to the disturbance being 
suppressed, as happens when fire is removed 
from fire dependent landscapes. It can also 
result in decreased general resilience, as when 
flooding is constrained to within a river’s 
banks, leading to impoverished floodplain 
soils, reduced variability in riparian vegetation, 
and increased sediment deposition downriver 
within the channel (MacBroom, 1998; Palmer 
et al., 2005).
Ecologically resilient rivers possess “natural 
river processes such as channel movement, 
river-floodplain exchanges, organic matter 
retention, and biotic dispersal” (Palmer et al., 
2005) Designers often emphasize the genus 
loci of  a place when considering design 
interventions. Being rooted in the context of  a 
site predisposed designers to being well suited 
to design for resiliency, as Novotny et al (2010, 
p. 145) state that efforts to promote resilience 
must be rooted in the “environmental, ecological, 
social, and economic drivers and dynamics of  
a particular place.” Novotny et al stress the 
importance of  working between multiple scales 
when considering resilience, another regular 
component of  landscape architecture design.  
Bahrami et al (2019) propose five principles 
of  flood resilient design of  river landscapes 
based on the analysis of  four precedent studies. 
These five principles are time, threshold, trial, 
learning, and diversity. Time refers to the 
importance of  understanding how processes 
have interacted and affected the river system 
in the past and will continue to affect it in the 
future. The threshold principle emphasizes the 
importance of  identifying and understanding 
critical thresholds for the system, which 
when crossed may result in a shift in overall 
state. Trial and learning both have to do with 
the iterative and adaptive process of  testing, 
monitoring, learning, and applying knowledge 
learned to the design and management of  river 
systems. These two principles require that both 
the design process and the designed riverine 
landscape be flexible and amenable to continued 
change and revision over time. Lastly, the 
principle of  diversity highlights the importance 
of  a diversity of  functional components and 
within functional component groups. This can 
be thought of  as redundancy and increases 
river system resilience by providing many 
functional components that can take over or 
allow the system to adapt when one component 
is negatively influenced by disturbance. 
Chia et al (2020) also conclude that dynamic 
and flexible design of  rivers are an important 
feature contributing to resiliency based on 
rigorous analysis of  two case studies. The 
authors conducted a resilience assessment of  
two river restoration projects in Hong Kong 
that replaced hard, engineered stream channel 
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Figure 9:Two interconnected path systems are located at different elevations within the riverbank, with the higher elevation path 
providing circulation during moderate flood conditions (Fill in the Residue - Revitalization of  Transportation Junkspaces, 2013).
park to successfully weather and recover from 
this storm (Figure 8).
Crucial to the success of  Buffalo Bayou’s flood 
resiliency is siting critical infrastructure and 
pathways above important flood risk elevations. 
Two main pathways line either side of  the river. 
One pathway is at a lower elevation , bringing 
park visitors in close proximity with the water’s 
edge (Figure 9). The second pathway is located 
further up the bank, above the 100-year flood 
elevation. The redundancy of  circulation paths, 
with one located above the 100-year flood 
elevation, ensures continued park function 
during and immediately after flooding events. 
Similarly, new pedestrian bridges were located 
above the 500-year flood elevation.
Another prominent strategy is the use of  
regrading to expand flood storage capacity by 
designing areas of  the site to flood. Examples of  
this are seen in all three case studies examined 
(Barth, 2020; Collett & Taylor, 2014; Landscape 
Architecture Foundation, 2019).
The Buffalo Bayou project used extensive 
regrading to widen and lengthen the river 
channel. The reintroduction of  meanders 
lengthens the river channel, while re-grading 
the previously steep banks to create flood 
benches significantly increased flood storage 
capacity and reduced flow rates. Reduced flow 
rates decrease bed scour and the potential of  
floodwaters to damage both hard and soft 
infrastructure.
At the Renaissance Park project in Chattanooga, 
as best you can.” In other words, it is useful to 
keep in mind the watershed scale, how it affects 
the site and how the site affects it, and then do 
what you can at the site scale to meet project 
goals. 
A number of  specific project strategies came up 
when interviewees described previous riverine 
projects. The identification of  critical flood 
risk elevations is perhaps the most important 
factor to consider in designing flood resilient 
riverine projects. Elevations such as the 100yr 
and 500yr storm flood elevations are crucial 
in determining everything from appropriate 
plant communities to the siting of  paths 
and important infrastructure. Many projects 
intentionally design portions of  projects to 
flood, increasing system flood storage capacity. 
In addition to grading, measures such as 
armored edges can be installed deep within the 
site to assist in controlling floodwaters.
When discussing strategies to increase 
project resilience from a client management 
standpoint, focusing on primary cost benefits 
was recommended. Many resiliency strategies 
often result in reduced ongoing maintenance 
costs. For example, using appropriate plant 
communities that will persist through periodic 
flooding often also reduces or eliminates the 
need for irrigation systems. More importantly, it 
also reduces the need to replant and/or restore 
vegetated areas.  Focusing on such maintenance 
cost benefits accrued on a day-to-day basis 
was described as the most effective strategy 
for selling clients on long-term resiliency 
strategies or design decisions.
3.3 Precedent Studies
Figure 8: Photos showing 
flooding of  Buffalo Bayou 
Park from hurricane Harvey 
(A, C) and then one year 
later with infrastructure and 
plantings largely unharmed 
(B, D) (Landscape Architecture 
FOundation, 2021).
All three case studies (section 2.3) examined 
took significant measures to increase project 
resiliency, specifically in regard to flood 
resiliency. Project strategies identified that 
increase flood resilience include designing areas 
to flood, locating important park amenities 
and infrastructure above critical elevations 
tied to flood risk, regrading to expand flood 
water storage capacity, specifying flood 
resistant site furnishings, hard and soft bank 
stabilization techniques, and preserving or 
planting vegetative communities capable of  
withstanding period inundation, stabilizing 
soil, and capturing sediments.
The Buffalo Bayou project in Houston, TX 
stands out in that its design was tested by 
several hurricane induced flooding events since 
its completion. Most notable was Hurricane 
Harvey, whose rainfall amounted to a one in 500-
year flood event. Numerous project strategies 
targeting increased flood resilience allowed the 
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Figure 11: One of  the designed breaches traversing Saint Patrick’s Island with a cobble beach water access point on the right (CRUA, 2019).
Figure 12: Diagram showing the evolution of  Saint Patrick’s Island over time from left to right, with the right most image showing the two preposed breaches according to CIVITAS’s design (Barth, 
2020)
Tennessee Hargreaves Associates had no 
choice but to significantly regrade the site due 
to the presence of  contaminated soil leaching 
pollutants into the groundwater (Collett & 
Taylor, 2014). Large quantities of  contaminated 
soil were excavated, moved to a higher elevation 
within the project, and capped. Excavated areas 
were turned into a stormwater treatment 
wetland that greatly expands the site’s flood 
water storage (Figure 10).
In the case of  Saint Patrick’s Island in Calgary, 
Figure 10: View of  the designed stormwater treatment wetlands at Renaissance Park in the foreground and earth forms containing 
the capped contaminated soils in the background (Landscape Architecture Foundation, 2021).
Alberta, the entire site is designed to flood 
(Barth, 2020). Two cross island breaches were 
introduced through the design that create 
shallow, slow moving water and wetlands safely 
accessible to the general public (Figures 11, 
12). In times of  flood these breaches don’t only 
increase flood storage capacity, but also serve to 
slow water flow and reduce erosion.
The specific design of  structures and 
furnishings to withstand flooding appears 
as yet another flood resilience strategy in 
the Buffalo Bayou and Saint Patrick’s Island 
projects. Light poles, signposts, and pedestrian 
walkway supports used in Buffalo Bayou 
Park were all custom designed to minimize 
water turbulence during flooding (Landscape 
Architecture Foundation, 2019). Selection of  
site furnishings in sections of  Saint Patrick’s 
Island that are designed to flood were similarly 
chosen for their flood resilience (Barth, 2020). 
Lampposts  on the Island double as markers 
showing highwater elevations of  notable floods 
since project completion.
Bank stabilization was an important strategy 
employed at the Buffalo Bayou and Saint 
Patrick’s Island to increase flood resiliency. 
Both native vegetation and coir lifts (small soil 
terraces covered in coir matting that step back 
from the water’s edge and are usually planted) 
were used to stabilize various portions of  
the Buffalo Bayou bank. Coir lifts were more 
expensive upfront, but also less likely to fail 
than bank stabilized with native vegetation 
only (Aman & Yildirim, 2019). Saint Patrick’s 
Island primarily utilized vegetation and riprap 
to stabilize the island banks and breach edges. 
These strategies appeared to largely work when 
tested by historic flooding mid-construction in 
2013 (Barth, 2020). 
The Renaissance Park and Saint Patrick’s Island 
Park projects both preserve and restore large 
tracts of  floodplain forest as a deliberate flood 
resilience strategy. These plant communities 
are well adapted to periodic inundation and 
therefore do not die during flooding events. 




Chapter 4 explores the idea of  design 
experiments and knowledge generation that can 
result from their incorporation into designed 
landscapes. Information on this subject gathered 
during the literature review, interviews, and 
precedent studies are examined in turn. Refer 
to chapter 2 for details on the methods used for 
each form of  information gathering.
4.1 Literature Review
Designed experiments express an idea that 
designed landscapes are both capable of  and 
should generate knowledge that informs 
both local and regional practices. It offers the 
opportunity to expand beyond limited funding 
streams of  tradition research housed in 
specialized research intuitions and tap into the 
much larger resources that are devoted every 
year to the development and redevelopment 
of  landscapes and the built environment. 
Design fields have begun moving in this 
direction with practitioners embracing various 
performance monitoring frameworks for 
projects, while academics advocate for moving 
beyond performance monitoring to the actual 
integration of  experiments into designed 
environments.
4.1.1 Site Monitoring
It is generally agreed that as designs shift 
towards complex, sustainable, resilient, 
hybrid “built-natural” systems with specific 
performance goals in mind, there is a need for 
longitudinal monitoring to evaluate system 
performance (Ahern, 2011; Ahern et al., 2014; 
Lovell & Johnston, 2009; U.S. General Services 
Administration, 2017; Windhager et al., 
2010). This monitoring gives crucial insight 
into the performance of  landscape and hybrid 
infrastructure, as illustrated by the redeveloped 
Waltham Watch Factory discussed in the 
Section Case Studies (Bellalta et al., 2013).
There are two general approaches to site 
performance monitoring that have been 
proposed. The first approach is more or less 
a continual monitoring of  specific systems or 
performance indicators (Ahern et al., 2014; 
Windhager et al., 2010). The second approach, 
termed “site commissioning,” proposes 
commissioning site systems upon completion of  
construction, and then recommissioning them 
periodically afterwards (U.S. General Services 
Administration, 2017). Both proposed methods 
involve the monitoring of  consistent variables 
over long periods of  time. The difference 
is whether these variables are monitored 
continuously or periodically over time. 
A number of  frameworks focused on 
sustainability and resiliency are available 
that incorporate performance goals into the 
design process. LEED is currently the most 
widely adopted framework for the design 
and certification of  sustainable building 
performance (Kubba, 2015). In response to 
LEED, the Sustainable SITES Initiative was 
created as a framework and certification for site 
design, focused on the building envelope and 
outward (Calkins, 2012). The goal of  SITES is 
to encourage design that provides rich cultural, 
economic, and ecological services to site users 
and the larger landscape and community. 
Specifically, its prerequisites and credits aim 
to increase the provision of  the following 
categories of  ecosystem services: global 
and local climate regulation, air and water 
cleansing, water supply retention, erosion 
and sediment control, hazard mitigation, 
pollination, habitat, waste decomposition 
and treatment, human health and well-being, 
food and renewable non-food products, and 
cultural benefits (Calkins, 2012). It addresses 
these through a decision-making hierarchy of  
conservation, management, restoration, and 
generation (Calkins, 2012).
A more recent framework for building and 
landscape performance is the Living Building 
Challenge (International Living Future 
Institute, 2014). Additionally, the GSA has 
proposed the adoption of  comprehensive “site 
commissioning,” extending its building system 
commissioning framework to the entire site 
(U.S. General Services Administration, 2017). 
Taken together, these frameworks mark a 
pivotal shift in the design profession towards 
the monitoring and evaluation of  design 
performance. 
While these initiatives signify an advance 
towards increasingly sustainable and resilient 
design, there is still a significant unmet need 
for place specific knowledge generation and 
communities serves as resistance to water 
flow, slowing the water down and trapping 
sediment (Barth, 2020). Especially in the case 
of  mid-channel islands, like Saint Patrick’s 
Island and Hinsdale Island of  this project, 
sediment retention is necessary to balance out 
island sediment lost to erosion and achieve a 
dynamic equilibrium in terms of  land growth 
and shrinkage. 
3.3 Summary
The literature review of  resiliency and riverine 
systems makes it clear that in order to manage 
or alter complex systems, it is important to 
understand the system’s critical components, 
how they are spatially and functionally related, 
and how they can be manipulated to either 
cause or prevent a regime shift. However, it was 
pointed out in interviews that when working 
with a project involving a riverine system, the 
project extent is almost always insufficient 
to effect change at the river system scale and 
so effort must be focused on increasing the 
resilience of  the site to disturbances the river 
system may exert on it. 
Periodic flooding is identified by both 
interviewees and case studies to be the 
preeminent concern to local communities. The 
most powerful and frequently cited strategy 
for increasing a site’s flood resiliency is a 
meticulous grading plan that sites crucial spaces 
and infrastructure above an acceptable flood 
risk elevation. Other flood resilience strategies 
identified focus on achieving desired sediment 
inflows and outflows, stabilizing banks, and 
expanding flood water storage capacity. Of  
particular importance as a flood resiliency case 
study to this project is Saint Patrick’s Island, 
as both it and Hinsdale Island are mid-channel 
islands in high order rivers.  Another important 
lesson from Buffalo Bayou is designing parallel 
systems of  pathways and other infrastructure to 
ensure that circulation and access can continue 
even after a flood event.
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4.1.3 Implementation and Monitoring of 
Design Experiments
context of  landscape planning (Kato & Ahern, 
2008). It is also a central tenet in the GSA’s site 
commissioning framework, where knowledge 
generated from monitoring and data collection 
is used to improve the site performance (U.S. 
General Services Administration, 2017). This 
cycle of  data collection, knowledge generation, 
knowledge application has long been practiced 
in the fields of  landscape ecology and natural 
resource management, where it is referred to as 
adaptive management (Williams, 2010).
The idea of  adaptive management was pioneered 
by Holling (1978) in the context of  natural 
resource management. Adaptive management 
describes the act of  simultaneously managing 
and learning from what is being managed 
(Williams, 2010). Crucial to the practice of  
adaptive management is the feedback loop 
of  learning and doing. Knowledge learned 
through management (doing) must be used to 
inform subsequent management actions, and 
management actions chosen for study must 
have to potential to increase knowledge of  
processes and impacts.
Design in science, design experiments, and “safe-
to-fail” experiments are all underpinned by the 
general theory of  adaptive management. They 
posit that acts of  built design can be viewed 
as akin to management or treatments applied 
to the landscape, and thus have the potential 
to be monitored, learned from, and used to 
revise the design for increased performance 
and inform future designs. However, in order 
for design experiments to be operationalized, 
there must be an underlying framework 
regarding acceptable methods for design of  
landscape experiments, their monitoring, and 
their continual modification through revised 
management based on the knowledge they 
generate  (Ahern et al., 2014).
There is a clear theory developing that 
envisions design playing a more active role 
in the generation of  knowledge needed to 
design sustainable and resilient urban regions. 
Moreover, a number of  pilot projects have 
exemplified the feasibility of  monitoring 
landscape performance and the value of  the 
knowledge generated (Conservation Design 
Forum & Landscape Architecture Foundation, 
2018; Ellis & Reilly, 2015). However, to maximize 
the usefulness of  knowledge generated by 
design experiments, there must be agreed upon 
criteria regarding what constitutes acceptable 
design experiments practice. 
In their paper advancing the idea of  design in 
science, Nassaur and Opdam (2008) propose 
a pattern-process-design model. The model 
involves three phases. During the first phase 
landscape process knowledge relevant to the 
site/design problem is reviewed. In the second 
phase, general patterns are formulated through 
the design process which facilitates knowledge 
sharing among disciplines, practitioners, and 
project stakeholders. Then the general patterns 
are transformed to site-specific patterns (design 
interventions) through the combination of  
scientific knowledge, stakeholder knowledge, 
and the context/constraints of  the site. 
These three phases together create a cycle 
of  continuous knowledge generation. The 
uncertainty of  the site-specific design decisions 
made require a level of  flexibility so that 
alterations can be made based on knowledge 
gleaned over time.
Like design in science, design experiments 
will require partnerships between specialized 
practitioners; at a minimum between scientists 
and designers (Felson & Pickett, 2005). Felson 
and Picket do not go as far as to propose a 
theoretical model for the application of  design 
experiments, but they do articulate several 
defining characteristics. Design experiments 
should be transdisciplinary, rigorous, replicated 
(or replicable), provide educational value, require 
partnerships, and require some level of  funding 
to implement. They also identify what they 
view as major challenges to implementation, 
namely that anything experimental is often 
viewed as risky, clients will have to be convinced 
of  the benefit of  embedding research into 
design projects, and that traditionally very 
little of  a project design budget is delegated for 
monitoring, maintenance, and design revisions.
Ahern, Cilliers, and Niemelä  (2014) outline a 
six step model for transdisciplinary adaptive 
design and planning in order to operationalize 
“safe-to-fail” design experiments. The six steps 
are as follows: 1) specific ecosystem service 
goals relevant to the site/plan 2) prioritize the 
ecosystem service goals by considering trade 
offs and considering alternatives 3) design the 
experiment 4) Identify indicators and metrics 
design innovation (Ahern et al., 2014; Nijhuis 
& Vries, 2019). 
4.1.2 Designed Experiments
The need to produce place specific knowledge 
is expressed succinctly by Ahern et al (2014, p. 
245), who note that sustainable urban design 
knowledge often has
“limited transferability to other 
cities due to the inherent biophysical 
and cultural uniqueness of  the city 
in which they originate, and the 
projects and plans themselves.”
A number of  landscape architects and scientists 
address the potential of  design to contribute to 
knowledge generation (Ahern, 2011; Felson & 
Pickett, 2005; Kato & Ahern, 2008; Musacchio, 
2011; Nassauer & Opdam, 2008). According to 
Picket et al (2004), a design is equivalent to the 
ecologist’s model or the scientist’s experiment. 
In other words, a design is the formulation and 
testing of  a hypothesis or model by a design 
professional.  Within the design professions 
there has also been the increasing adoption of  
an experimental mindset (Ahern et al., 2014; 
Lokman, 2017). Lokman et al (2017) proposed 
treating vacant urban lots as a laboratory in 
which to conduct experiments through design, 
in an effort to accelerate innovation in the 
design treatments for this land use class. 
Nassauer and Opdam (2008) coined the term 
design in science to refer to the potential 
collaboration between design and research 
fields. The authors view design as a shared 
link between landscape ecology science and 
landscape change. They argue that embracing 
this think through increased collaboration 
between scientists and designers can result in 
improved scientific knowledge and design.
 
Designed experiments have been proposed 
as a strategy for generating such knowledge 
within the fabric of  urban spaces and designed 
landscapes (Felson & Pickett, 2005). Designed 
experiments combines experimentation with 
urban design and incorporates human activity 
into the research program (Felson and Pickett 
2005). 
Ahern (2011) advances the concept of  designed 
experiments by proposing the “safe-to-fail” 
framework for the  incorporation of  experiments 
into designed landscapes. The primary tenet of  
the “safe-to-fail” framework is the selection of  
an appropriate scale and context in which the 
consequences of  failure are small, rather than 
catastrophic, and acceptable by all stakeholders 
involved in the project. The framework 
“encourages and rewards innovation in a low-
risk context,” while also measuring design 
performance and the provision of  ecosystem 
services (Ahern, 2011; Ahern et al., 2014). 
The safe-to-fail framework is at least partially 
rooted in the principle of  least effort, which 
favors small interventions that may result 
in small mistakes as preferable to the inverse 
(Hough, 1978). 
The largest example of  a safe-to-fail 
framework deployed to date can be found in 
Havana’s urban food movement.  Ironically, this 
massive application of  a “safe-to-fail” urban 
farm movement was born out of  necessity due 
the collapse of  the Soviet Union, on which 
Cuba relied heavily for grain and agricultural 
equipment imports. Facing famine, Havana’s 
urban citizenry began coopting underused, 
vacant, and forgotten urban spaces (interstitial 
spaces or drosscape) for intensive, diversified 
food production from an individual all the 
way to small commune scale, leading to rapid 
innovation in human powered, small scale urban 
agriculture techniques (Clouse, 2014).
The “safe-to-fail” framework seems especially 
applicable when applying incorporating design 
experiments into public landscapes. Local 
governments are extremely sensitive to liability 
risks, thus minimizing the consequences of  
“failure” should be highly desirable. Additionally, 
achieving a low cost of  implementation 
will likely be important to convincing local 
governments to adopt a research through 
design approach to public landscapes. This is 
especially true of  small towns that have limited 
budgets (Mullin et al., 1986), like Brattleboro 
and Hinsdale. The small-scale emphasis of  
“safe-to-fail” should help to reduce the costs of  
implementation.
Central to the theme of  exploiting designed 
landscapes as knowledge generators is the use 
of  generated knowledge to improve the existing 
design in addition to new, future designs. This 
cycle of  generating and applying knowledge 
has been referred to as a “learning-loop” in the 
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indicator that a project holds potential for 
innovation and designed experiments is when 
existing design or engineering standards do 
not adequately function within the specific 
project context. This can be an opportunity to 
experiment with something new and monitor 
its performance after installation. 
One of  the example projects discussed involved 
such a scenario. The project involved design 
around a low order waterway that needed 
engineered structural support to reduce bank 
erosion. Existing engineering standards did not 
function aesthetically with the prairie context 
of  the design, so the landscape architects 
worked in conjunction with project engineers 
to design new structures, called “soil cement 
croissants.” These new structures functioned 
equally well for the purpose of  erosion control, 
but unlike the existing standard, they allowed 
for a more natural stream channel configuration, 
complemented the site’s prairie context, and 
visually represented erosional processes on the 
site.
One interviewee described how the firm they 
work for has integrated research opportunities 
into the design process. Each project begins 
with a kickoff  meeting where opportunities for 
research and knowledge generation in the fields 
of  art, community, environment, and economics 
are discussed and baseline metrics and goals 
established. Identified research opportunities, 
metrics, and goals are shaped by combining 
client goals with designer’s perspective and 
are continually revisited throughout project 
development. 
All interviewees stressed the importance of  
having the client and public stakeholders on 
board and the significance of  language used and 
benefits stressed when talking about designed 
experiments. In fact, all interviewees suggested 
avoiding the word experiment when talking 
with clients because no one like the sound of  
“experimenting with their hard-earned money.” 
It should be clearly explained how specific design 
problems are not adequately solved by existing 
methods or standards, and then to demonstrate 
how a proposed new (experimental) approach 
solves the problem. It is important to tailor 
your presentation to specific clients and focus 
on benefits that you think are most important 
to them.
In general, the majority of  clients are most 
motivated by the allure of  cost savings with 
environmental performance. Combining 
reduced maintenance costs with a marketing 
opportunity is a very desirable way to discuss 
innovative approaches in. Increasing client 
confidence in the process can also be done 
by discussing successful case studies, or 
referencing publications quantifying the 
economic, environmental, or health benefits of  
a new intervention or strategy.
Overall, interviewees had numerous 
successful experiences incorporating designed 
experiments and knowledge generation into 
past projects. How research opportunities are 
presented and described is extremely important 
in generating client buy in. In general, terms 
such as experiment and tinker should be avoided, 
while other terms such as financial savings, 
monitoring, cost performance, and high-
performance landscapes might be included.
Precedent studies were examined for their 
use of  designed experiments and monitoring 
programs to generate knowledge. Two projects, 
Buffalo Bayou Park and Renaissance Park, were 
formally evaluated for specific performance 
metrics as a part of  the Landscape Architecture 
Foundation’s Landscape Performance Series 
(Aman & Yildirim, 2019; Collett & Taylor, 
2014). 
Monitoring done as a part of  the Landscape 
Performance Series is like a snapshot in time. 
Metrics generated to evaluate the performance 
of  the Buffalo Bayou Park and Renaissance 
Park are done once or over a very short period 
of  time (months) several years after project 
completion (Aman & Yildirim, 2019; Collett 
& Taylor, 2014). More robust knowledge 
generation would likely result if  experiments 
or performance monitoring were extended 
into longitudinal studies that span many years. 
Nonetheless, monitoring programs comprised 
of  performance evaluations at a specific point 
in time can still provide valuable information. 
This is especially true with the evaluation of  
site performance in response to singular events, 
such as floods.
A good example of  the usefulness of  such 
a “snapshot” monitoring is the performance 
evaluation of  bank stabilization strategies at 
to measure goals 5) monitor experiments and 
analyze results 6) apply findings. Step 6 involves 
using the knowledge generated to revise design 
and goals, inform and alter management 
practices, and/or inform new planning and 
design efforts. Rather than being a strictly 
linear process, it is best thought of  as a closed 
loop, similar to the adaptive management cycle 
previously discussed.
The authors go farther than others by supplying 
a set of  ecosystem services with example metrics 
for measurement and case studies that have 
used methodologies to measure said metrics 
(Ahern et al., 2014). However, the table is not 
meant to be exhaustive, only an example of  the 
type of  framework they argue is necessary for 
widespread use of  designed experiments for 
knowledge generation. 
Some of  the previously discussed certification 
initiatives, including Sustainable SITES and 
the GSA’s proposed Site Commissioning, 
grapple with standardizing measurements and 
methodologies to be used for the evaluation 
of  specific ecosystem services or performance 
indicators (Calkins, 2012; U.S. General Services 
Administration, 2017). While these are a good 
resource when searching for published and 
accepted methodologies, the literature does not 
indicate that there is a robust and agreed upon 
set of  design experiment methodologies at this 
time. 
Ahern et al (2014) identified four pressing 
research needs in order to operationalize 
the large scale implementation of  design 
experiments: core ecosystem services and 
proper indicators to be measured based on site 
context, protocols for experiments embedded 
in design, development of  a transdisciplinary 
working method, and the establishment of  an 
accessible system for the storing, organizing, 
and dissemination of  knowledge produced. 
Adaptive management implementation likely 
has lessons that can be translated into the 
application of  designed experiments, which 
build on its theory and idea of  learning by 
doing. According to Williams (2010), adaptive 
management is an iterative learning cycle 
requiring five general components: stakeholder 
involvement, well defined objectives, 
management actions, models or predictions of  
management consequences, and monitoring 
plans. Through time the process cycles from 
management actions, to monitoring, assessment, 
and back to management actions as knowledge 
generated from the assessment is used to inform 
and if  necessary, alter management actions. 
There are limited examples to date of  
designs that have fully implemented designed 
experiments and the adaptive design process 
they entail. The Landscape Architecture 
Foundation Case Study Series has published 
reports on several dozen designed landscaped 
that incorporated monitoring and performance 
testing for specific ecosystem services (Bellalta 
et al., 2013). Unfortunately, these case studies 
usually do not employ continual monitoring 
or data collection at regular intervals over a 
long period of  time. Additionally, they do not 
consistently use the knowledge gleaned to 
alter the design interventions or management 
practices. Projects currently trialing the GSA’s 
site commissioning program are evaluated 
for performance at regular intervals that span 
between several months to several years, and the 
data is used to alter design and/or management 
to increase performance (Conservation Design 
Forum & Landscape Architecture Foundation, 
2018; Ellis & Reilly, 2015; U.S. General Services 
Administration, 2017). However, the relative 
newness of  the program means that very few 
such iterative cycles have been completed for 
projects to date. 
4.2 Interviews
As previously described (see section 2.2), 
interviews of  professionals whose experience 
includes resilience of  riverine landscapes, design 
experiments, and/or transect frameworks 
were conducted. Insights from interviewees 
regarding the use and potential of  designed 
experiments within landscapes were wide 
ranging, covering examples of  experimental 
design to client and public relations when 
proposing designed experiments. Four different 
projects interviewees were involved in that 
included designed experiments or knowledge 
generation via monitoring were discussed. 
These projects ranged in extent from an entire 
tributary on the East Coast to landlocked sites 
in the Southwest.
An important first step to instituting a designed 
experiment or monitoring program is identifying 
appropriate opportunities within projects. One 
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Figure 14: A map created by Aman and Yildirim (2019) mapping sections of  bank stabilized with coir lifts (green) instead of  vegetation areas (entire bank excluding green areas), along with sections 
of  bank that failed during Hurricane Harvey and had to be repaired.
Buffalo Bayou Park after the flooding caused 
by Hurricane Harvey. Two different strategies 
were used to stabilize the steep regraded banks 
of  this project, either native vegetation or coir 
lifts (Figure 13) (Aman & Yildirim, 2019). 
Coir lifts is a term that describes the sculpting 
of  soil to form mini-terraces that step back 
from the water’s edge and are covered with 
coir matting to stabilize the bank and reduce 
erosion. Researchers mapped the sections of  
bank that received each treatment along with 
the sections of  bank that failed during the 
flooding of  Hurricane Harvey (Figure 14).
During Hurricane Harvey, no sections of  banks 
stabilized with coir lifts failed, while numerous 
sections of  bank stabilized with only native 
vegetation failed. All upfront cost savings of  
using native vegetation only were negated 
by the cost to repair sections of  failed bank 
(Aman & Yildirim, 2019). This research not 
only indicates the superior performance of  coir 
lifts over vegetation only for bank stabilization, 
but also provides economic analysis that can be 
used to make better informed design decisions, 
balancing upfront cost with performance and 
reduced maintenance costs on future projects.
Figure 13: Example of  coir soil lifts (coir lifts) being used along a stream restoration project (Eco Depot, 2015). 4.4 Summary
The potential benefits of  knowledge generated 
through designed experiments are large (Ahern, 
2011; Felson & Pickett, 2005; Kato & Ahern, 
2008; Nassauer & Opdam, 2008), although 
their incorporation into projects is still rather 




This project proposes the term transect 
frameworks to describe design and planning 
methodologies that use transects to investigate 
existing conditions in order to propose planning 
or design strategies for the area of  study. It is 
necessary to define what exactly is meant by the 
word transect, and how this differs from similar 
terms like section or cross section, from the 
beginning, in order to avoid confusion. Here, 
the word transect is defined as a conceptual 
line drawn through an environment(s) in which 
data (existing conditions) are recorded and 
used to examine changes that occur along said 
line. Sections or cross sections refer to the side/
internal view or representation generated by 
cutting through something. The key difference 
between these terms is that cross section is a 
form of  representation, while transect is a 
method of  data collection and analysis that goes 
beyond the data represented in a cross section 
“cut line” and may often include data not visible 
in the representation itself, such as chemical, 
hydrologic, or ecologic information.
In this chapter the literature review examines 
previous uses of  transects for planning purposes, 
as well as specific planning frameworks that 
would be considered examples of  transect 
frameworks based on the above definition. 
Section 5.2 describes discussions with 
interviewees on the properties of  conceptual 
frameworks and their use of  transects in 
landscape architecture practice. Section 5.3 
examines case studies in which transects could 
have been used as a central tool to site analysis 
and design strategies, although it is unknown 
as to if  they were indeed employed. Finally, 
Section 5.4 summarizes the findings from the 
previous sections and remakes the argument 
for using the term transect framework and its 
applicability to site scale design.
5.1 Literature Review
Transects describe linear paths through 
space along which observations are made 
and information is organized. Transects are 
commonly used tools and models in many 
natural science fields. More recently, transects 
have become important conceptual frameworks 
within the planning field (Abunnasr & Hamin, 
2012; Duany & Talen, 2002; McHarg, 1992). 
The natural sciences have long used transects 
as a tool to represent and investigate spatial 
relationships between different regions of  a 
landscape. The ecotone concept is a common 
example. An ecotone refers to a transitional 
zone between two different ecosystem types, 
such as the edge between forest and grassland. 
Transects of  natural areas are used to document 
this change, as structure and plant composition 
changes from one dominant assemblage to 
another (McHarg, 1992). Other examples of  
transects in the natural sciences include their 
use to describe different physical, chemical, 
and ecological characteristics along a transect 
perpendicular to riparian corridors (MacBroom, 
1998), abstractly along river systems from 
headwaters to bay (McHarg, 1992; Vanote, 
1980), and between different ecoregions at a 
variety of  spatial scales (Omernik & Griffith, 
2014). 
Transects of  natural and urban areas have been 
used in site analysis by landscape architects, 
perhaps most famously by Ian McHarg in the 
book Design with Nature (1992). While the 
book’s focus is on the map overlay technique 
that McHarg pioneered, transects are also used 
to show the spatial relationships of  numerous 
geological, hydrological, physical, and 
ecological resources in relation to one another 
and to the topography of  specific landscapes 
(see McHarg’s New Jersey Shore and Potomac 
River Basin studies).
The transects from McHarg’s (1992) book 
are mostly applied at a broad scale, spanning 
wide mountain valleys or expansive tracts of  
coastal plain and piedmont. However, there is 
one example in which McHarg uses transects 
shown in section to analyze topography and 
plant communities of  the inner and outer dunes 
of  the Jersey shore. While in this example the 
transect sections are diagrammatic, rather than 
literal relationships of  a specific site along the 
dunes, the scale at which these transects occur 
is granular enough that specific site design 
interventions could be investigated.
While McHarg’s transects were being 
applied to inform land use and human 
development planning, they were largely 
used to analyze relatively undeveloped land 
free of  large settlements. Similarly, natural 
institutionalizing the exploration or research 
opportunities as a part of  their standard design 
process. There appears to be a divergence 
in terminology used between the reviewed 
literature and practicing professionals, with 
professionals emphasizing validated landscape 
performance, cost performance, and the potential 
cost savings for the client. Couching the idea 
of  designed experiments in the language of  
innovation rather than experimentation makes 
sense from a client communication standpoint. 
The concept of  “safe-to-fail” experiments 
explored in the literature (Ahern, 2011) 
certainly seems to be capable of  fitting into a 
design experiment framework that minimizes 
risk and can encourage increased client adoption. 
Additionally, the case studies examined show 
the significant benefit of  knowledge generated 
from more limited monitoring initiatives 
that fall short of  controlled experiments or 
longitudinal monitoring studies (Aman & 
Yildirim, 2019; Collett & Taylor, 2014).
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one example project, the layered natural and 
urban transects were used to organize and 
inform the vegetation management and green 
infrastructure strategies applied.
A few words of  caution were also mentioned 
by interviewees. It is impractical to get too 
focused on the theoretical applications and 
implications of  any framework approach, 
as project budgets are too limited to allow 
extensive time for theoretical exploration. 
Additionally, project complexity is usually not 
entirely captured by any single framework. On 
top of  that, one interviewee was of  the opinion 
that it is simply not natural for most designers 
to think of  a project in terms of  the explicit 
aspects associated with a framework early on 
in the design process, and that such a framing 
of  a project often happens later in the design 
process.
None of  the three case studies examined (section 
2.3) explicitly discuss the use of  transects as 
organizing elements during the site analysis and 
conceptual design process. That said, in at least 
two of  the projects the implemented design 
interventions appear to respond to transects 
inherent to the site based on existing conditions 
of  the site and surrounding area. Recreational 
spaces and programs at both the Buffalo Bayou 
Park and Saint Patrick’s Island appear to be 
organized along linear transects, while the 
Buffalo Bayou Park also appears to organize 
riverine resilience design interventions along 
cross channel transects. While it is unknown 
Figure 15: A bird’s eye perspective showing one of  the flood benches (blue), a design intervention aimed at boosting flood resiliency 
and ecosystem function, deployed along the cross channel transect in Buffalo Bayou Park (Buffalo Bayou Partnership, 2019).
if  transects were explicitly used in proposed 
design interventions found in the following case 
studies, this section aims to show that such an 
approach would have been feasible and useful. 
The Buffalo Bayou Park by SWA could have 
utilizes transect thinking in its reshaping of  
the riverbanks and larger river channel. The 
river channel was re-naturalized in the form 
of  a sinuous meander. Cross channel transects 
illustrate the design interventions and highlight 
the importance of  topography and elevation 
to the design of  this park. The banks along 
the inner curve of  the channel were lowered 
to create flood benches. Like point bars found 
in streams, the flood benches provide an area 
adjacent to the river channel for fast moving 
water to spread out, slow down, and drop 
sediment (Figure 15). Following the cross 
channel transects further up the regraded bank 
a two-tiered circulation system is encountered 
(Figure 16). The path at a higher elevation and 
further away from the river is positioned along 
the river channel transect so as to be out of  
transects normally are not concerned with 
human dominated landscapes. However, such 
landscapes are the focus of  the urban transect 
(Duany & Talen, 2002). 
Inspired by the use of  transects in the natural 
sciences, the planners Duany and Talen (2002) 
proposed the term urban transect for describing 
the human dominated, built environment. The 
urban transect defines six human ecozones that 
can be used to describe the built environment. 
From less urban to more urban, these zones 
are: rural preserve, rural reserve, sub-urban, 
general urban, urban center, and urban core. 
Urban transect theory responded to the New 
Urbanist movement, which sought to develop 
best practices for zoning, building, and design 
for urban and urbanizing environments, by 
creating a framework for organizing and 
applying new urbanist ideas to different regions 
of  the built landscape. 
In contrast to natural transects, the urban 
transect focuses almost exclusively on human 
occupation of  the landscape. Specifically, it 
focuses on the built forms and infrastructures 
within the landscape or lack thereof. More 
recently, an effort was made to operationalize 
a combination of  aspects from both the urban 
transect and transects of  natural areas, in 
what the authors call the green infrastructure 
transect (Abunnasr & Hamin, 2012).
Conceived as a combination of  the two, the 
green infrastructure transect seeks to delineate 
different green infrastructure zones along the 
transect and then identify appropriate green 
infrastructure planning strategies by zone 
(contiguous areas of  land for which a specific 
set of  green infrastructure planning strategies 
is deemed appropriate) (Abunnasr & Hamin, 
2012). In this study, the authors applied the 
green infrastructure transect to the Boston 
metropolis, a common scale at which the 
urban transect is often applied. Population 
vulnerability, climate change impacts, the 
physical and built environment, and existing 
green infrastructure were mapped to identify 
and delineate green infrastructure and used to 
define unique zones. Then, green infrastructure 
strategies were matched to each unique zone 
identified. The authors describe the green 
infrastructure transect as a framework, and 
both it and the urban transect previously 
discussed are consider specific examples of  
transect frameworks because they use existing 
conditions along a transect to propose planning 
strategies.
The literature shows that transects have 
long been a tool used to analyze regions and 
metropolises for regional planning purposes 
(Abunnasr & Hamin, 2012; Duany & Talen, 
2002; McHarg, 1992). The urban transect 
and the green infrastructure transect both 
exemplify how transect frameworks can be 
used to propose regional planning strategies 
(Abunnasr & Hamin, 2012; Duany & Talen, 
2002), the former for development, and the 
latter for green infrastructure. While in theory 
these two transect frameworks could be shifted 
to a sufficiently small scale that they directly 
inform site specific design, such examples were 
not found. 
5.2 Interviews
A number of  landscape architects, researchers, 
and ecologists were interviewed to gain insight 
into their experience with the subjects of  
riverine resilience, design experiments, and 
transect analysis of  project sites (See section 
2.2 for details on interview methodology). 
Information gleaned from these interviews on 
the subject of  transects and their uses in relation 
to the design of  landscapes is presented here. 
On the subject of  using transects as a 
framework for site assessment and design, 
interviewees said that any framework should 
help identify important processes affecting the 
site and how the project differs or is similar to 
other projects. When applied to a project, an 
appropriate framework should help to reveal 
the differences across a given realm of  interest 
that are important to site processes and design. 
Additionally, frameworks should be applicable 
to any scale, and can be thought of  as a series 
of  nested scales, much like the systems they 
describe. In the design process frameworks in 
general are useful as an organizing element.
Several practicing landscape architects 
interviewed described projects where transect 
frameworks were applied in order to identify 
unique landscape zones based on project specific 
realms of  interest. In these cases, a combination 
of  different natural and urban transects were 
used to characterize landscape zones. Suites 
of  design interventions or strategies relevant 
to project goals were then organized around 
the unique landscape zones identified. In 
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Figure 18: Map of  Saint Patrick’s Island showing the major gathering and event spaces towards the western end of  the park adjacent to the existing parking and Calgary Zoo, and more naturalistic 
gathering spaces towards the eastern end of  the island (Barth, 2020)
the floodplain and thus maintain its function in 
times of  flooding.
In addition to the use of  cross channel transects 
as organizing elements, a transect along the 
length of  the river corridor reveals the park’s 
response to changing levels of  adjacent urban 
density. As one moves closer to downtown 
Houston, recreational spaces and features 
shift from being primarily passive and nature-
based (meadows, overlooks, cascades, groves) 
to intensive and gathering-based (dog park, 
amphitheaters, art galleries) (Figure 17). It is 
assumed that this is a programmatic response 
to the existing population density along the 
park’s transect.
A similar arrangement of  programmatic 
spaces and intensity can be observed on Saint 
Patrick’s Island in Calgary. An east-west 
transect through the island shows a gradient 
of  recreational intensity and typology (Figure 
Figure 16: The cross channel transect was manipulated through grading and used to site circulation paths at specific elevations in 
relation to the river and its floodplain (8GHBA, 2020)
Figure 17: A program map for Buffalo Bayou Park. Notice how the programmatic elements shift from being largely passive far away from downtown (left) to largely intensive as you move towards 
the downtown (right) (SWA, 2021).
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Site inventory, analysis, and assessment was 
conducted between March and October of  
2020. Methods included site visits, historical 
research, and GIS data mapping and analysis 
to investigate the existing conditions of  the 
site and its regional and historical context. 
Existing conditions inventory and analysis 
was conducted for individual factors/layers 
at first. Later in the process, key data layers 
were arrayed along site transects for a more 
comprehensive analysis that informed proposed 
design strategies.
The project site consists of  Hinsdale Island, the 
Anna Hunt Marsh Bridge, the Charles Dana 
Bridge, the immediate shorelines on Vermont 
and New Hampshire where these bridges 
touch down, and the portion of  Bridge Street 
connecting the Anna Hunt Marsh Bridge to the 
intersection with Main Street (Figure 1).
The project site is located in the middle of  the 
Connecticut River Watershed, which covers 
11,260 square miles and extends from Quebec 
to Long Island Sound (Figure 20). Within it, 
the project is located within the Vernon Dam 
Connecticut River (VDCR) Watershed which 
straddles portions of  Vermont and New 
Hampshire just north of  the Massachusetts 
state line.
6. Site Analysis and 
Assessment
Figure 19: Site map showing the project site (dashed pink outline), the proposed new Rte. 119 bridge, and important places adjacent 
to the site.
6.1 Regional Analysis
Regional assets within the VDCR Watershed 
were mapped (Figure 21) and many important 
assets are clustered around the project site. The 
second busiest Amtrak station in Vermont is 
located adjacent to the west end of  the site. This 
rail connection runs south to Springfield, MA 
and Hartford, CT, and north to Burlington, VT. 
Numerous existing trail networks exist close to 
the site on either side of  the Connecticut River. 
Of  particular importance are the hiking trails 
along the West River (north of  downtown 
Brattleboro) in Vermont and the Wantastiquet-
Monadnock trail in NH (Figure 22). The latter 
connects into the Pisgah State Park trail system 
and beyond to Keene, NH. Additionally, the 
Fort Hill Rail Trail currently ends about a mile 
south of  the project limit on the NH shoreline. 
A future connection between the greenway and 
rail trail would complete a direct pedestrian 
and bicycle path between Brattleboro and 
downtown Hinsdale.
Another asset to the project site is the 
protected land within and around Wantastiquet 
18). Recreation development is greatest at the 
western and eastern ends of  the park, adjacent 
to island access points and on the western 
side to the existing Calgary zoo and parking 
lot. As one moves to the island park’s interior, 
recreation intensity decrease, with fewer formal 
spaces and greater emphasis on paths and 
contemplative seating. Notably, the recreation 
shifts from primarily culture-based on the 
western end, with pavilions, plazas, and sun 
decks, to nature-based recreation such as trails, 
earth form, and beaches.
While it is not clear whether a transect 
framework was explicitly employed in the 
analysis and design process of  these two 
projects, this paper speculates that the 
conceptual designs were informed by transects. 
The Buffalo Bayou Park and Saint Patrick’s 
Island illustrate the potential to employ 
transects as an organizing framework for site-
specific design interventions.
5.4 Summary
Previously, transects have been used to propose 
development and green infrastructure stategies 
at the regional scale (Abunnasr & Hamin, 
2012; Duany & Talen, 2002; MacBroom, 1998; 
McHarg, 1992; Omernik & Griffith, 2014; 
Vanote, 1980), but not at the site scale to 
inform project specific design strategies. This 
paper proposes the term transect frameworks 
to describe the use of  transects to analyze 
existing conditions and propose planning and/
or design strategies and interventions. The 
potential usefulness of  transect frameworks 
is supported by practicing professionals 
interviewed, who discussed the use of  transects 
as tools for site analysis around which site 
interventions (stormwater management, 
vegetative communities) could be organized. 
Additionally, the design interventions in the 
case studies examined appear as though they 
could have been informed and organized around 
transects based on the described existing 
conditions and site context (although this is an 
assumption and not known for sure). The lack 
of  precedents in which transect frameworks are 
used to propose site-specific design strategies 
indicates an opportunity for future projects 
to utilize a transect framework and grow the 
existing body of  knowledge.
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Figure 22: Regional map showing the location of  existing trails (pink), major roads (black), conserved open spaces (green), and labeled landmarks in relation to the project site (red box).
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Figure 20: A map showing the outline of  the Connecticut River 
Watershed (solid black line), project site (red dot), and sub 
watershed (red outline).
Figure 21: Regional assets mapped within the VDCR Watershed. Project site outlined in red.
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The town of  Brattleboro was chartered in 1753 
around Fort Drummer (established 1723) on 
land previously held by the Abenaki peoples. 
Early on, this mill town was characterized by 
wood and textile industries. In later centuries 
this shifted to more mechanical industries. More 
recently, Brattleboro has seen a decrease in its 
historic industries and the economic challenges 
that come with such an exodus. Another major 
economic setback for Brattleboro, Hinsdale, 
and other surrounding communities came in 
2014 with the decommissioning of  the Yankee 
Nuclear power plant (Figure 25). This resulted 
in the loss of  hundreds of  the town’s highest 
paying jobs and will likely have a lasting 
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Figure 24: Regional opportunities are mapped within the VDCR Watershed. Project site represented by 
red box.
Figure 25: The Yankee Nuclear Power Plant in 2014, around the time of  its 
decommissioning (YCN, 2014)
6.2 Site Context and HistoryMountain. This is the largest area of  contiguous 
protected land within the VDCR Watershed, 
and the eastern portion of  the project site is 
located within 1000ft of  its edge. Overall, the 
VDCR watershed has a low percentage of  
protected land (4.23%) compared to the 18.38% 
of  land protected within the entire Connecticut 
River Watershed (Figure 23). Of  particular 
risk is the degradation of  rare habitat types 
currently underrepresented in protected lands 
by development. Wetlands, grasslands, and 
shrublands are the rarest habitat types in the 
VDCR watershed comprising 2.42%, 1.26%, 
0.45% of  total landcover. 
Currently only a fraction of  watershed’s 
wetlands, grasslands, and shrublands are 
protected from development. 11.02% of  existing 
wetlands, 1.27% of  existing grasslands, and 
1.26% of  existing shrublands are classified as 
protected land. The project site includes several 
types of  wetland communities (see section 6.3 
Site Visits). Currently there are no protected 
lands on or adjacent to the site. There is an 
opportunity to preserve additional wetlands 
with this project, as well as introduce other rare 
habitat types as a part of  the design. Additional 
opportunities at the regional scale are identified 
in Figure 6. 
The project site can potentially play a part in 
a number of  regional opportunities, such as 
creating pedestrian connections across the 
Connecticut River, improving river access, 
as well as restoring rare land cover through 
regenerative design.
VULNERABLE ECOSYSTEMS
Protected Lands in the Vernon Dam Connecticut 
River (VDCR) Watershed 
Within the VDCR Watershed, only .. 
Compared to the Connecticut 
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Figure 23: Protected lands within the VDCR Watershed mapped and compared by land cover type and 
in relation to protected lands in the Connecticut River Watershed. Project Site is represented by red box.
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Figure 29: Hinsdale’s town hall (Wikepedia, 2021).Figure 28: An old postcard (likely from the late 19th, early 20th century) of  Hinsdale, with both civic centers (church steeple) and 
industry (smoke stacks) visible in the downtown (Wikepedia, 2021).
towns of  Brattleboro and Hinsdale, although it 
was likely used for much longer by the Abenaki 
peoples who came to the Connecticut River 
Valley long before Europeans set foot in New 
England. In 1804 private covered toll bridges 
were constructed to connect the island to both 
the Vermont and NH Shorelines (Figure 30) 
(Brattleboro Reformer, 2019). During the 19th 
century, the island was at times home to a farm, 
chicken house, slaughterhouse, and brewery 
(Brattleboro Reformer, 2019). In 1880 the two 
towns purchased the bridges from the toll road 
company and made access across the river and 
to the island public (Brattleboro Reformer, 
2019).
In 1911 the former saloon was replaced with 
Island Park, an amusement and entertainment 
complex to serve the growing town of  
Brattleboro and visitors from the region 
(Brattleboro Reformer, 2019). It included a 
baseball diamond, a 1200-person grandstand, 
concessions, a dance hall, a boathouse, and a 
number of  other supporting structures (Figure 
31). Island Park hosted regional baseball 
tournaments, dances, movies, bowling, boat 
races (Figure 32), buggy rides up Wantastiquet 
Mountain, and political events including 
campaign stops by several presidential 
candidates (Brattleboro Reformer, 2019). The 
island continued to operate as a central public 
space and regional attraction, reportedly 
bringing visitors from as far away as Boston 
(Brattleboro Reformer, 2019). Unfortunately, 
the Vernon Dam was built in 1909, two years 
before Island Park opened. Although the park 
As of  the 2010 census, Brattleboro had a 
population of  6,771 people, a median household 
income of  $31,997, and 13.1% of  its population 
lives below the poverty line. However, 
Brattleboro also has significant assets in the 
form of  its legacy mill buildings, downtown 
character, and established organizations.
Downtown Brattleboro is dominated by historic 
brick mill buildings that house a vibrant array 
of  businesses, civic centers, cultural institutions, 
and housing stock (Figures 26 and 27). The 
downtown is highly walkable, with a series 
of  T-intersections and crosswalks creating a 
density of  highly trafficked street corners. Its 
historic building stock, diverse commercial 
outlets, and walkability make it a popular 
destination for both locals and tourists. Unlike 
Brattleboro, Hinsdale lacks a robust commercial 
core and does not currently benefit to the same 
degree from tourism revenue.
Hinsdale, NH was chartered in 1753 and since 
its founding has had a history of  being involved 
in both agriculture and industry (Figures 28 
and 29). The town was home to Long Steam 
Tricycles, which garnered one of  the nation’s 
first automobile patents. Hinsdale is a smaller 
town than Brattleboro, with a population of  
4,046, as of  the 2010 census. Despite its smaller 
size, the median household income of  the 
town’s residents is $50,217, significantly more 
than neighboring Brattleboro. Still, 10.2% of  
Hinsdale residents live below the poverty line.
Hinsdale Island has a rich cultural history 
dating back at least to the founding of  the 
Figure 26: Looking Downriver, downtown Brattleboro is pictured in the foreground, with the Anna Hunt Marsh Bridge and part 
of  Hinsdale Island seen to the left (Brattleboro Reformer, 2013).
Figure 27: Photograph looking upriver towards downtown Brattleboro’s skyline and the Anna Hunt Marsh bridge (Inn Partners, 
2020).
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Figure 33: Site photographs illustrating the range in landscape character from urban downtown Brattleboro (A) to the nature 
preserve of  Wantatiquet Mountain (B). The river and island serve as an interface with ecologically-rich communities (C, D) and 
communities  impacted by human uses over time (E, F).
structures were built on piers, they ultimately 
proved insufficient and several devastating 
floods and ice flows during the spring meltwater 
season in the 1920’s damaged Island Park. 
In 1927 the last of  the park was shut down 
for good, and in 1936 a historically massive 
flood washed away much of  the remaining 
island, largely leaving the current footprint 
(Brattleboro Reformer, 2019).
Hinsdale and Brattleboro are both old 
communities dating back to the original 
settlement of  the area by Europeans. The 
project site has therefore been used in a 
multitude of  ways, including even older uses 
by the Abenaki who live in the region and 
were present for thousands of  years prior to 
European arriving. Each of  these uses has 
altered the island in its own way, although 
some of  the most drastic alterations have 
occurred in the last century, such as the higher 
water level resulting from construction of  
the Vernon Dam that significantly reduced 
the size of  Hinsdale Island. Therefore, there 
are innumerable opportunities to reveal and 
educate future visitors to the island about its 
history. Additionally, there is an opportunity to 
envision a project that may catalyze improving 
economic conditions in Brattleboro and 
Hinsdale, both of  which have been battered by 
the decline in manufacturing over the late 20th 
century, as well as more recently by the closure 
of  the Yankee Power Station.
6.3 Site Context and History
The site was visited twice in 2020. The first site 
visit occurred at the end of  winter on March 
9th. Vegetation was dormant and ice was still 
present around the water’s edge. The second 
site visit took place on September 5th, during 
a warm and sunny day. In general, most of  the 
observed activities described below are based 
on the second site visit during warm weather. 
Significantly less activity occurred on and 
around the island during the first site visit with 
cold weather.
Hinsdale Island itself  is dominated by wetlands 
and floodplain forests hosting a diverse mixture 
of  native and exotic vegetation (Figure 33). 
A full list of  observed species can be found 
in Appendix B – Site Visit Plant List. The 
southern portion of  the island appears to be 
a wetland dominated by cattails. A smaller 
strip of  wetland is present on the northeast 
side of  the island and contains a balanced 
mix of  both shrub and herbaceous species. 
Populus deltoides (Cottonwood) appeared to 
dominate the floodplain forest canopy, while 
a mixture of  upland species has colonized the 
steep road embankments. Several invasive 
Figure 30: View upriver showing Hinsdale Island and the old, privately owned toll bridge connecting the 
island to the Brattleboro shoreline (Brattleboro History, 2021)
Figure 32: Spectators watching a boat race under the Anna Hunt Marsh Bridge, 
with Brattleboro visible across the channel (Brattleboro Historical Society, 2021).
Figure 31: View downriver of  Hinsdale Island, the Anna Hunt Marsh Bridge, and the Island Park 
pavilion and ball field prior to its destruction by subsequent floods (Brattleboro History, 2021).
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Figure 35: Public boat launch on Hinsdale Island (A, D); Recreational use of  the waters around Hinsdale Island (B, C, E).
live in the adjacent communities. The island is 
currently host to a formal boat launch, although 
it is comprised of  a muddy embankment that 
cuts through vegetation to the water’s edge 
without supporting infrastructure. Cars were 
observed parked adjacent to it, presumably 
used to transport and launch watercraft. A 
number of  motorboats were observed on this 
section of  the river, including a pontoon and 
pair of  jet skis handing out around that boat 
launch. Kayakers were also observed exploring 
the island’s shoreline, as well as local anglers 
taking advantage of  the lack of  vegetation 
found around the stone footing for the old toll 
bridge.
In addition to direct observation of  human 
activity, a number of  signs indicated more 
informal use of  the island. Well-trodden paths 
away from the roadside through the underbrush, 
“decorations” nailed into trees, and signs of  
discarded seats being reused were all observed 
on the island (Figure 35). Additionally, there 
were signs of  more illicit activities taking 
place on the island, including drug use, illegal 
dumping site for refuse, and sites of  homeless 
encampment (Figure 35).
Site visits reveal an island well positioned for 
hosting recreational activities, and in part 
already playing that role. The boat launch and 
parking attract many people who are looking for 
access to the water or downtown Brattleboro. 
It has been observed as a well trafficked route 
for pedestrians and cyclists, although this use 
is currently limited by the narrow and at times 
absent sidewalk. Additionally, the island is host 
to a rich assortment of  plant communities, 
although they face moderate to severe pressure 
from invasive species. A comprehensive 
vegetation management strategy that addresses 
the invasive species, while restoring damaged 
native plant communities will be necessary to 
improve the island’s ecological function. Such 
management has the opportunity to dovetail 
with efforts at improving recreation, as it will 
improve site lines and the general experience 
on the island.
Next, existing geologic and ecologic conditions 
were inventoried, analyzed, and assessed. Soils, 
Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA) flood risk zones, vegetation, erosion, 
deposition, and slope were analyzed and used to 
develop and early assessment of  site structure 
and facilities suitability.
The project site contains seven different soil 
types determined through a combination of  
6.4 Geology and Ecology
6.41 Geology and Ecology
species were observed on the island. Celastrus 
orbiculatus (Oriental Bittersweet) is dominant 
and ubiquitous throughout the floodplain 
forest patches. Also of  note is a young colony 
of  Reynoutria japonica (Japanese Knotweed) 
within the floodplain forest understory on the 
island’s northern end. At present only a few 
plants of  this species were observed, and the 
next several years are a critical window to 
get this highly invasive plant removed before 
it established a permanent foothold. Other 
invasive species were observed and can be found 
in Appendix C referenced above.
A variety of  formal and informal pedestrian 
uses were observed during site visits (Figure 
34). Currently cantilevered walks and a semi-
paved footpath provide for limited pedestrian 
movement across the island and bridges. The 
Anna Hunt Marsh Bridge pedestrian walkway 
appears to be a popular spot for taking photos 
of  the river, the Brattleboro skyline, and selfies 
with the Whetstone Brewery in the background. 
The semi-formal walking path across the island 
adjacent to the road was observed being used 
fairly regularly in good weather by pedestrians 
and several cyclists. It was also used by visitors 
who parked off  of  Rte. 119 on the island and 
then walked into downtown Brattleboro, 
presumably to shop and eat.
During warm weather, the island and 
surrounding waterway were the site of  
numerous water activities during the 
September site visit (Figure 35). High levels of  
water activity during warm weather have been 
separately described by project partners who 
Figure 34: People were observed using the boat launch (A), fishing (D), hiking (G), and scenic viewing (B); Signs of  informal use 
of  Hinsdale Island include footpaths (F), clearings (J), homeless encampments (E, F) and seating (C).
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Figure 37: FEMA flood risk map for the project site and adjacent area. Created by combining Nation Flood Insurance Program’s 
National Flood Risk Maps panels 0506E and 0356E (FEMA, 2021).
FEMA flood risk maps show that the majority 
of  the  site is within the 100-year flood zone 
(Figure 37). The 100-year flood elevation is 231’. 
Within Hinsdale Island only the uppermost 
portion of  the road base and Rte 119 is above 
this, with a maximum elevation of  237’. The 
entire island is within the 500-year flood zone.
Since the majority of  the project site, including 
the entire island, is within the Connecticut 
River floodplain, flood risk will have a major 
influence on proposed design interventions. 
Virtually the entire proposal will need to be 
designed to be floodable, including all pieces 
of  infrastructure such as lighting, restrooms, 
and pathways. Maintaining a pathway across 
the island above the 100-year flood zone will be 
preferable to maintain a pedestrian connection 
across the river during such flood events.
The entire project area is located within the 
Connecticut Valley level IV ecoregion (Figure 
38). The Connecticut Valley ecoregion is defined 
by alluvial deposits over top of  sedimentary 
bedrock. The climate is characterized as mild 
humid continental and natural vegetation is 
dominated by mixed hardwood forests. These 
forests have a greater percentage of  oak and 
hickory species than other adjacent ecoregions, 
while its floodplain forests are defined by 
Acer saccharinum (Silver Maple) and Populus 
deltoides (Cottonwood).
restrictive feature is also greater than 80”. This 
soil is very suitable to structures and pathways, 
although the steep existing slopes will have to 
be taken into account.
Urban soils are found on both sides of  the 
river, although they are dominant in downtown 
Brattleboro. These are characterized as any 
soil types that have been subject to significant 
soil profile disturbance as a result of  human 
activity. Soil compaction and chemical 
contamination is common, and these soils are 
generally characterized as poor for vegetation 
establishment without remediation. Urban 
soils are very suitable to structures, but may 
not be suitable for certain vegetative uses, like 
food production, depending on levels of  soil 
contamination.
In general, the existing disturbed soils 
(including urban, fill paved, and fill vegetated 
but not brownfield) are most suitable for 
intensive development. The Limerick Silt Loam 
and Borohemists, Ponded are both unsuitable 
for more intensive development, especially 
structures, as they are hydric soils. The hydric 
soils are also less suitable for stormwater 
infiltration, and instead are best suited to lower 
use areas that are designed to flood regularly.
6.42 Flood Risk
6.43 Vegetation
East of  the project area is the Worcester/
Monadnock Plateau level IV ecoregion. Its soils 
are comprised of  glacial till atop metamorphic 
bedrock. This region has a humid continental 
climate and is dominated by mixed hardwood 
forests, with  maple, beech, and birch species 
commonly present.
Within the vegetated sections of  the project 
site, four distinct existing plant communities 
were identified (Figure 39). Plant communities 
were determined based on species and their 
distributions observed during site visits 
(Appendix) and consultation with plant 
community descriptions from the text Natural 
Communities of  New Hampshire (Sperduto 
& Nichols, 2012). Forested sections of  the 
site belong to either the Silver Maple – Wood 
Nettle – Ostrich Fern Floodplain Forest plant 
community or the Red Maple – Red Oak – 
Cinnamon Fern Forest plant community. The 
former dominates the lower elevations and 
the latter the high elevations of  the site. Both 
forested plant communities on the site were 
observed to harbor large colonies of  invasive 
the USGS Soil Survey and personal evaluation. 
The soil survey only lists three distinct soil 
series within the project area, however, it fails 
to account for human activity of  the past 200 
years that has significantly altered soil from 
the soil series defining characteristics. Based 
on personal interpretation of  human soil 
disturbance, an additional four soil types were 
added within the project area (Figure 36).
The four soil types present on Hinsdale Island 
are Limerick silt loam, Borohemists ponded, 
Fill paved, and Fill vegetated. Limerick silt 
loam comprises the majority of  the island’s 
floodplain. This soil series is classified as 
farmland of  local importance and comprised 
of  alluvium. Water table depth ranges from 
0-18” and is classified as a hydric soil. Depth to 
restrictive feature is greater than 80”. It is not 
the most suitable soil for structures, but fairly 
suitable for various path types.
Borohemists ponded comprises a section of  the 
cattail marsh on the southern end of  the island. 
Characteristic of  bogs, this soil is comprised of  
poorly drained mucky soil and the water table 
is at the soil surface. The organic layer ranges 
from 0 – 65” in depth and over 80” in depth 
to a restrictive feature. This soil is unsuitable 
for structures and pathways other than those 
suspended on piers.
Fill paved describes the mixture of  highly 
compacted subsoil and crushed aggregate found 
underneath of  the existing Rte. 119. This is 
non-hydric soil characterized by little to no 
organic material or soil microbial community. 
Figure 36: Soil survey map of  the project area. Soil types with asterisks in the legend were added and defined by the author.
While very suitable for structure, remediation 
measures beyond pavement removal would 
be necessary for successful vegetation 
establishment.
Fill vegetated soil is found adjacent to the 
existing Rte. 119 roadbed and comprises the 
roadside embankment. Likely a mixture of  
aggregate, subsoil, and topsoil brought in 
during roadway construction, it has now been 
vegetated for many decades and has begun 
to build up an organic layer. A soil microbial 
community is present, and the soil is classified 
as non-hydric. It is suitable for structures, paths, 
and plantings without significant modification 
or remediation.
Two additional soil types are present in the 
project area along the Vermont and New 
Hampshire shorelines. Poocham very fine 
sandy loam, 20-70% slope is an alluvium-based 
soil found on the New Hampshire shoreline. It 
is a well-drained, non-hydric soil with a water 
table depth of  greater than 80”. The depth to 
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Figure 39: Existing plant communities in and surrounding the project site based on site visit observations and reference plant communities as specified in Natural Communities of  New Hampshire 
(Sperduto & Nichols, 2012)
vines and shrubs, the most common of  which 
is currently Celastrus orbiculatus (Oriental 
Bittersweet).
Two wetland plant communities, Cattail Marsh 
and Alder – Dogwood – Arrowwood Alluvial 
Thicket are also found within the site. Cattail 
marsh occupies most of  the southern half  
of  the island. It appears boggy with pools of  
standing water distributed throughout. The 
Alder – Dogwood – Arrowwood Alluvial 
Thicket exists on the northeastern corner 
Figure 38: Level IV ecoregions (separated by dashed black line) in relation to the project area (highlighted in red).
of  Hinsdale Island. It is a mixture of  shrub 
and herbaceous material. Both wetland plant 
communities were observed to have a much 
smaller presence and distribution of  invasive 
species than their forested counterparts. 
Small strips of  herbaceous material are present 
at the roadside edges, but not deemed to 
occupy a significant enough area to merit their 
own plant community designation. That said, 
herbaceous meadow is an extremely rare habitat 
type within the watershed and there may be an 
opportunity to create and expand such a patch 
within the higher elevation found on the island.
The project site contains several plant 
communities that are classified as wetlands 
and therefore considered rare habitat types 
within the watershed. In addition, there may 
be an opportunity to create small patches of  
herbaceous meadow, another rare habitat type. 
The opportunity exists to conserve and restore 
these rare habitat types within the project 
limit, thus boosting local and watershed level 
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Figure 41: Diagram of  the site shows areas of  erosion, deposition, and water flow in and around the site.
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The project site is significantly affected 
by erosion and deposition patterns of  the 
Connecticut River because it is located partially 
within the river channel and wholly within the 
floodplain. Hinsdale Island used to be much 
larger than it is today (Figure 40). Over time 
its area has been reduced due to erosion caused 
by major floods and ice jams, as well as an 
overall increase in the surface water elevation 
following the construction of  the Vernon dam 
in 1908 several miles downstream (Brattleboro 
Reformer, 2019).
The overall trends appear to be a pattern of  
erosion along the island’s upstream shoreline 
and deposition along the island’s downstream 
shoreline (Figure 41). Faster water flows are 
presumed to occur to the west of  the island 
due to the deeper channel depth (Figure 42). 
The threat of  future erosion along the islands 
northern tip makes it less suitable for structures 
and gathering places than the existing road 
embankment or just south of  it, outside of  the 
wetland boundary. Additionally, interventions 
that reduce erosion and encourage sedimentation 
may be appropriate on the northern end of  the 
island.
6.44 Erosion and Sedimentation
6.45 Slope Analysis
conservation efforts. However, such action will 
need to be predicated on an invasive species 
management plan to address the invasive, exotic 
species currently found on site.
Site slope analysis was done in GIS using 
LIDAR data obtained from Vermont and New 
Hampshire GIS clearinghouses (Figure 43). 
Figure 40: Diagram of  Connecticut River and Hinsdale Island footprint over time according to Sanborn maps (adapted from original graphic by Matheus Gomes in Appendix C and reprinted with 
author’s permission).
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Figure 44: Structure and facilities suitability diagram based on a qualitative assessment of  existing soils, FEMA flood risk, current 
level of  disturbance, and observations made during site visits.
6.5 Site Transects
were deemed most suitable due to their high 
level of  disturbance, non-hydric soils, and 
elevation above the 100-year floodplain. The 
southern portion of  the island where the cattail 
marsh exists was deemed least suitable. This is 
due to its rare habitat and highly intact wetland 
plant community, hydric soils, elevation below 
the 100-year flood plain, high aesthetic quality, 
and adjacency to the proposed new Rte. 119 
bridge. The low-lying sections of  island just 
north and south of  the roadway embankment 
on the western half  of  the island are suitable 
for certain structures and facilities, such as 
gathering spaces and pathways, but such spaces 
would need to be designed to flood and sited 
thoughtfully in order to minimize disturbance 
to existing tree canopy.
After initial examination and assessment of  
existing conditions, those that appeared to 
significantly affect the suitability of  general 
design strategies in regard to the project 
goals (increasing flood resilience, providing 
recreation opportunities, and managing 
vegetation for improved ecological function) 
were assessed (Figure 45). Existing conditions 
deemed highly relevant to the design goals of  
increasing recreation opportunities, improving 
flood resilience, and managing vegetation to 
improve ecological function were determined. 
Existing conditions deemed highly relevant 
include the urban transect, plant communities, 
FEMA flood risk, hydric soils, and invasive 
plant pressure.
These existing conditions were then placed 
along a regional transect (Figure 46 and 
47) and three site specific transects (Figures 
48 - 50). The arrangement and layering of  
different existing conditions along the transect, 
combined with the assessment of  how each 
existing condition impacts the suitability of  
design strategies (Figure 45), was used to 
propose various design strategies along each of  
the respective transects.
Proposed design strategies and their 
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recommended areas of  implementation become 
more specific as one moves from the regional 
transect assessment to the site specific transect 
assessments. Within the regional context, 
Hinsdale Island is recommended to improve 
flood resilience through design to flood 
strategies, shoreline stabilization, and reduced 
development, while design strategies on either 
side of  the river instead focus on stormwater 
infiltration (Figure 47). Intensive recreation is 
recommended for the developed Brattleboro 
mainland and adjacent Connecticut River 
Figure 43: Slope analysis of  the project site and surrounding areas. Black arrows show identified opportunities for ADA pathways that can lead to water access 
points.
The project site is centered on the Connecticut 
River, with steep shoreline embankments to 
either side. East of  the island a series of  abrupt 
plateaus step up from the river and run against 
the base of  Wantastiquet Mountain (seen in the 
top right corner of  Figure 43). Hinsdale Island 
itself  is flat and low lying, with the exception 
of  the Rte. 119 road and steep embankment.
High elevation areas along the island and 
shorelines, such as by bridge footings and 
along the existing roadway on the island, offer 
the opportunity for creating overlooks and 
scenic views. Steep embankments, especially 
the roadway on the western side of  the island 
present opportunities to include play space such 
as slides, climbing rocks, or other structures 
requiring a steep slope. The flatter areas on the 
site are more ideal for siting gathering spaces, 
recreational trails, and potential water access 
points. The steep embankments along Rte 119 
offer a challenge to provide ADA access to the 
water’s edge. However, there are opportunities 
to cut ramps perpendicular to the embankment 
slope that navigate the grade while avoiding 
large scale disturbance to the floodplain forest 
canopy (Figure 24).
An analysis of  the island for overall structure 
and facility suitability was conducted based on 
the existing soils, FEMA flood risk, current 
level of  disturbance, and additional qualitative 
observations made during site visits (Figure 
44). The existing roadway and embankment 
6.46 Structure and Facilities Suitability 
Assessment
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Figure 45: Suitability matrix assessing the impact of  existing conditions on the suitability of  different design strategies.
channel, while lighter recreation is advised for 
the island due to its rare and intact existing 
plant communities as well as its hydric soils and 
position in the flood zone. Lighter recreational 
activities could include nature-based play, 
picnicking and fishing, exercise, and wildlife 
viewing. Proposed vegetation management 
strategies for the island and the Hinsdale New 
Hampshire side focus on conservation and 
restoration due to the widespread presence 
of  relatively intact plant communities, while 
regeneration and potentially novel plant 
communities are recommended for Brattleboro 
due to its high levels of  development, lack of  
existing native plant communities, and high 
invasive plant pressure.
Site transects BB, CC, and DD (Figures 48 
– 50) reveal a more finely detailed picture of  
the project site. A lack of  existing vegetation, 
nonhydric soils, existing state of  development 
(Rte. 119 roadbed) and elevation above the 
100-year floodplain make the existing roadway 
and shoulders the most ideal spot for intensive 
recreation and the regeneration of  a new plan 
community not previously found on the island. 
The non-hydric soils also make it an ideal spot 
on the island to capture and infiltrate runoff. By 
contrast, restoration should be prioritized as a 
vegetation management strategy for the rest of  
the island with intact and sometimes rare plant 
communities, while its low elevation lends more 
importance to the design to flood strategy for 
paths and spaces sited here. 
In transect BB and CC (Figures 48 and 49) on 
the western side of  the island, non-wetland 
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Figure 47: Regional transect AA cutting through the site and its surrounding context showing existing conditions and proposed design strategies.
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The proposed Hinsdale Island Greenway 
creates an important bicycle and pedestrian 
link across the Connecticut River and a vibrant 
outdoor public landscape for community use. 
Recreation and conservation goals set forth by 
the Existing Bridges Subcommittee (composed 
of  Brattleboro and Hinsdale residents tasked 
with developing a vision for the island and 
bridges) are balanced in a way that creates 
a series of  new public spaces that respond to 
the existing conditions, improve the ecological 
functioning of  Hinsdale Island, and are rooted 
to the surrounding landscape.
The spine of  the proposed greenway runs 
across the Anna Hunt Marsh and Charles Dana 
Bridges, and occupies part of  the former Rte. 
119 road base through Hinsdale Island (Figure 





















Figure 52: Enlarged master plan showing the major gathering spaces clustered on the western half  of  Hinsdale Island.
51). Vehicular access to the bridges and island 
will be restricted to emergency access vehicles 
only, and occasionally for island programming 
support. The western half  of  the island is 
designed for shared human use, while the 
eastern half  is largely conserved to protect 
existing wetland systems. This two-part design 
approach responds to both the project goals and 
the site, which currently has greater ecological 
integrity, rarer habitat types, and less human 
disturbance as one moves through it from west 
to east. The proposed design also reflects the 
areas exist adjacent to the existing roadway 
embankment that could host spaces of  moderate 
activity, such as medium to small gathering 
spaces, nature walks, or viewing platforms, 
with the caveat that they are sensitively sited to 
minimize vegetation disturbance and designed 
for flooding. The eastern side of  the island 
illustrated in transect DD (Figure 50) shows 
that the large southern portion of  the island 
is dominated by intact cattail marsh. This rare 
habitat should be conserved, with restoration 
efforts focused largely on its margin where 
invasive species pressure is highest. The 
relatively thin band of  trees on either side of  
the existing roadway offers opportunities for 
viewing platforms up and downriver along its 
sides. This would be fitting for the area because 
the roadway and its embankment are prime 
areas for intensive to moderate recreation 
strategies.
In summary, there are opportunities for 
increasing recreational opportunities while 
improving the site’s flood resilience and 
overall ecological functioning. To strike this 
balance, intensive recreational areas such as 
new structures and large gathering spaces 
should be grouped to minimize their overall 
footprint and located within the bounds of  
existing disturbed sites, like the road surface 
and adjacent embankments. Hydric soils should 
be protected from such intensive development, 
while wetland communities should be conserved 
and generally off  limits to humans. The entire 
island should be designed to flood, since it falls 
within the 500-yr flood zone, however there are 
opportunities to deal with runoff  on the site 
in areas where the water table is below the soil 
surface.
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Figure 53: Master plan showing locations of  site transects. These are the same transects shown in Section 6.5 Site Transects, just 
now they are showing proposed conditions instead of  existing conditions.
regional gradient from urban space to nature 
preserve between downtown Brattleboro to the 
west and Wantastiquet Mountain to the east. 
Major new designed spaces including the island 
plaza, amphitheater, riverside picnic space, 
kayakers’ cove, and rock scramble are clustered 
off  of  the main greenway spine on the western 
end of  the island (Figure 52). Clustering these 
spaces reduces their impact on the surrounding 
ecosystems and activates the area by creating a 
greater density of  use and amenities.
Three site transects perpendicular to the 
greenway illustrate the relationship of  different 
site areas to one another (Figure 53). These 
are the same transects evaluated in Section 
6.5, except now they show the proposed site 
conditions in relation to the proposed design 
strategies put forth in the previous chapter. 
Transect BB (Figure 54) cuts through the 
western end of  the island where the main 
gathering spaces are located and shows how the 
amphitheater relates to the greenway, as well 
as to the secondary and tertiary paths on the 
island. Transect CC (Figure 55) cuts through 
the middle of  the island and shows how the 
recreational intensity is reduced on either side 
of  the greenway as you move east. Transect 
DD (Figure 56) cuts through the eastern half  
of  the island, revealing how views are opened 
up and highlighted along the greenway, as 
well as the large section of  conserved cattail 
marsh on the southern end. Design strategies 
applied to different sections of  the island are 
shown along the transect, as well as call outs 
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Figure 56: Transect DD cuts through the eastern half  of  the island and shows how scenic views from the greenway are revealed, as well as the greenway’s relation to the conserved cattail marsh to 
the south.
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Figure 58: View of  the redesigned Anna Hunt Marsh Bridge, shown here during a music festival.
Scanned with CamScann,er 
Figure 57: Perspective sketch showing the expanded sidewalk down Bridge Street, looking towards the Anna Hunt Marsh Bridge.
were employed as specific tactics within each 
design strategy. See Section 6.5 for a detailed 
explanation of  how transects were used as a 
framework to assess existing conditions and 
proposed design strategies.
The project description begins in downtown 
Brattleboro at the intersection of  Rte. 119 
(Bridge Street) and Main Street where a 
new expanded sidewalk and shade trees will 
guide pedestrians down the hill towards the 
Connecticut River and Anna Hunt Marsh 
Bridge (Figure 57). The Anna Hunt Marsh 
Bridge will be redesigned for non-vehicular 
use as a greenway and a destination. A simple 
design vocabulary of  planters, benches, and 
standing tables will create longitudinal spaces 
along the greenway’s multi-use trail and 
provide opportunities for resting, socializing, 
scenic viewing, and community art displays 
(Figure 58). The modular components allow 
for redesign of  the bridge spaces to respond 
to local needs or special events. The bridge 
superstructure will be repainted from olive 
green to red orange to highlight its form 
and importance as a landmark of  regional 
significance.
At the end of  the Anna Hunt Marsh Bridge, one 
steps into the island plaza. Essentially a portion 
of  the proposed greenway trail that will be 
significantly widened, the island plaza provides 
a flexible space to host or support programming 
and events on the island (Figure 59). North 
of  the northern edge of  the plaza is the rock 
scramble (Figure 60). Reclaimed granite blocks 
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Figure 60: A sketch of  the rock 
scramble, seen looking west 
from the secondary path along 
its base, with the Brattleboro 
skyline visible through the 
trees.
Figure 61: The amphitheater 
during a local music event, with 
views of  the water maintained 
under the the tree canopy.
Figure 59: Island plaza shown during event programming, looking east along the greenway.
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This secondary path punctures the shoreline 
and becomes a boardwalk that weaves under the 
Anna Hunt Marsh Bridge before turning and 
landing on the shoreline again at the island’s 
northern low-lying section and the base of  
the rock scramble. This boardwalk doubles as 
a dock for daytime use by boaters who want to 
tie up and go onto the island or into downtown 
Brattleboro (Figure 63). Both the boardwalk 
dock and Kayakers’ Cove are designed to make 
Hinsdale Island an important attraction along 
this section of  the Connecticut River Blueway 
(U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, 2014).
From the northern base of  the greenway, a 
seasonal dirt path loops out to a raised viewing 
platform on the northernmost tip of  the island. 
Situated just past the forest edge, within a strip 
of  shrub-dominated wetland, the platform 
provides excellent scenic views upriver towards 
downtown Brattleboro’s skyline to the west and 
Wantastiquet Mtn. to the east. It also provides 
a fantastic opportunity for wildlife viewing, 
overlooking the shallow mudflats just upriver, 
Figure 64: Viewing deck on the northern tip of  the island looking upriver.
which used to be part of  the island in the 
early 1900’s prior to the river being dammed. 
In periods of  low water, it is a prime spot for 
viewing a variety of  waterfowl such as wood 
ducks and great blue heron (Figure 64).
Like the northern tip of  the island, the eastern 
half  is designed to facilitate scenic and wildlife 
viewing. Beyond the new restroom facilities 
moving eastward (Figure 52), the greenway 
is bound by the river to its north and the 
extensive cattail marsh to its south. On either 
Figure 62: Kayakers’ Cove and the riverside picnic space, with the amphitheater visible in the background
Figure 63: View of  the Connecticut River and Brattleboro skyline from the boardwalk docks.
embankment to create a fun way for kids and 
adults alike to navigate the slope. An adjacent 
stairway provides more traditional access down 
the embankment to the secondary pedestrian 
path below.
Moving along the greenway, one exits the 
island plaza and approaches the amphitheater, 
directly off  the main trail to the south. Simple 
wooden benches are arranged down a gentle 
slope facing the performance space, with the 
Connecticut River visible through the trees in 
the background (Figure 61). The amphitheater 
is close to both the plaza, where concessions can 
be staged for events, and the proposed restroom 
facility just a little further down the greenway. 
Its adjacency to two key pieces of  infrastructure 
will help  to attract a broad cross section of  the 
population to performances and other  events.
This secondary path leads to the riverside picnic 
space. Picnic tables invite visitors to spend an 
afternoon exploring the island and the water’s 
edge in Kayakers’ Cove. Kayakers’ Cove is a 
section of  cobble-covered shoreline separated 
from the riverside picnic space by seating logs 
pinned in place – to prevent them from floating 
away in high water.  (Figure 62). It provides a 
spot for kayakers, paddle boarders, and other 
unmotorized river boats to pull up on the island, 
as well as a place where local residents can 
safely reach the river’s edge and interact with 
the water. These two spaces are bisected by the 
secondary circulation loop which runs around 
the western edge of  the island to connect the 
southern and northern sections on either side 
of  the greenway embankment.
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Figure 66: The island fishing pier as seen from the Charles Dana Bridge.
side of  the greenway along its length new 
herbaceous meadow plantings are proposed 
(Figure 65). Replacing much of  what used to be 
road shoulder and pavement from Rte. 119, the 
proposed native grasses and forbs will create a 
new patch of  herbaceous meadow, an extremely 
rare habitat within the watershed. Three viewing 
platforms are arranged along the greenway’s 
main trail on the island’s eastern half. Two 
platforms are raised boardwalks overlooking 
the cattail marsh with views downriver, while 
one platform is an expansion of  the trail by 
a break in the trees and offers pristine views 
across the river to Wantastiquet Mountain.
At the eastern end of  the island, a secondary 
path from the greenway leads to a stone footing 
of  the old toll road that previously crossed the 
river. This footing will be transformed into a 
fishing spot. The location is already used by 
anglers because of  the lack of  vegetation at 
the water’s edge in which line can get caught 
(Figure 66). Seating, planting, and a new railing 
around the edge of  the footing will improve 
safety and accessibility.
The Charles Dana Bridge has been transformed 
in the same way as the Anna Hunt Marsh Bridge, 
using a simple palette of  planters, benches, 
and community art to define spaces along the 
trail for gathering, resting, and scenic viewing 
(Figure 67). A narrowed access road leads from 
the bridge to the edge of  Mountain Road, 
where a turnaround and drop off  space will be 
created. This serves to increase accessibility of  
the island for residents of  New Hampshire.
Just up Mountain Road is a proposed 
new path system down to the shoreline 
that provides for ADA access to a kayak 
launch on this side of  the river. One 
ADA parking space is provided adjacent 
to the trail head off  of  Mountain Road. 
This trail leads to the second of  the old 
toll bridge footings which is similarly 
adapted to support anglers and their 
enthusiasts. The final location of  this 
kayak access point will need to be determined in 
consultation with adjacent private owners and 
the State of  New Hampshire. 
In summary, the proposed Hinsdale Island 
Greenway transforms a formerly underused 
and ecologically compromised space into an 
important community asset. Public spaces 
provide exciting new community infrastructure 
and serve as an asset attracting new residents Figure 65: New herbaceous meadow plantings replace pavement along the eastern portion of  the island greenway, leading towards the Charles Dana Bridge
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Vehicular access to the Hinsdale Island 
Greenway will be prohibited except for 
emergency access, however, parking and drop-
off  locations are available on either end of  
the project site (Figure 68). In Brattleboro, 
parking (including ADA accessible spaces) will 
be available in the existing Amtrak parking 
lot adjacent to the Anna Hunt Marsh Bridge. 
Additional street parking can be found on and 
off  Main Street in downtown Brattleboro. On 
Hinsdale’s side, a drop-off  at the corner of  
the greenway and Mountain Road will provide 
immediate access to the project, as well as the 
new ADA parking spot up Mountain Road 
by the Kayak Launch trail-head. Additional 
parking will be found in the Runnings parking 
lot. The owner has indicated that visitors may 
use a section of  the parking lot to access the 
proposed New Hampshire kayak launch and 
Hinsdale Island Greenway. A new sidewalk 
7.2 Access Plan




Mtn. Road Drop Off
Parking in Runnings Lot
Emergency Vehicle Access
Turnaround
Figure 68: Vehicular access and parking plan.
Figure 69: Emergency vehicle access plan.
and businesses to the surrounding communities. 
Restoration and plantings improve the function 
of  endemic plant communities to the island, 
adding herbaceous meadow acreage while 
conserving the existing wetlands. Sensitive 
placement and design of  paths and spaces 
serves to manage and clean stormwater and 
increase the island’s resilience to flood events. 
Through extensive research, site analysis, and 
community participation, this design reflects 
input from the surrounding communities 
and strikes a balance between providing for 
recreation and conservation on Hinsdale Island 
and its existing bridges.
Figure 67: The Charles Dana Bridge in wintertime. Shown here are cross country skiers passing a community art display on their way back into town for warm food and drink after a long day on 
the trails.
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number of  bike racks will be positioned along 
its length for cyclists to secure and store their 
bikes (Figure 71). Almost all secondary paths are 
ADA accessible, as shown in Figure 72. These 
secondary paths are designed to flood during a 
100-year storm event, while the primary path 
across the river remains usable. This dual path 
strategy has been successfully used before, as 
discussed in the Buffalo Bayou Park precedent 
study.
The main spine of  the greenway will be 
illuminated by lamps and bollards (Figure 73). 
Post lamps are used along the greenway from 
the southern end of  downtown Brattleboro 
through the western end of  island plaza. 
Between Island Plaza and the Charles Dana 
bridge bollard lights provide for the majority 
of  path illumination. Post lamps placed at 
intersections of  secondary paths with the 
greenway will provide additional illumination 
in order to increase perceptions of  safety. Post 
lamps provide the primary illumination along 
the Charles Dana all the way to the end of  the 
greenway at Mountain Road.
Programmable RGBA (Red, Green, Blue, 
Amber) LED accent lights are used to highlight 
the industrial superstructures of  the two 
bridges (Figure 74). A red hue will be used 
for the accent light to accentuate the red color 
of  the super structure as well as to reduce 
impact on wildlife. All lights on the island will 
be restricted to hues between red – amber, 
deemed the least harmful to insects and birds. 
Pedestrian Access - 100Yr (1%) Flood
ADA
Not ADA
Figure 72: Pedestrian access diagram showing ADA accessibility as well as pathways designed to flood during a 100-year storm.
7.3 Lighting Plan
between the Runnings parking lot and the 
entrance to Mountain Road will be constructed 
by NH DOT and provide ADA access.
Emergency vehicle access will be provided along 
the greenway (Figure 69). First responders from 
both towns indicated that a minimum width of  
10’ was desired for their vehicles to access the 
island. The multi-use trail provides for this 
access, with a width of  12’ across both bridges 
and 15’ on the island. Additionally, the expanded 
island plaza provides for a vehicle turnaround 
capable of  accommodating emergency vehicles 
other than firetrucks. Town fire departments 
indicated that firetruck turnaround on the 
island would not be necessary.
Several improvements to the island have 
increased accessibility by watercraft (Figure 
70). Kayakers’ Cove provides a new landing 
spot for non-motorized watercraft, as kayaks, 
canoes, and paddle boards can be pulled up 
onto the shore. New kayak launches proposed 
on the adjacent Vermont and New Hampshire 
shorelines will formalize access points to the 
Connecticut River, where currently footpaths 
cutting through private property are used. The 
new boardwalk on the island’s western end 
provides for the daytime docking of  motorboats, 
from which people can easily explore the island 
or walk across the bridge into downtown 
Brattleboro. Together these improvements 
strengthen this portion of  the Connecticut 
River Blueway.
The spine of  the greenway will be a multi-
use trail shared by cyclists and pedestrians. A 
Boat and Kayak Access
Motor Boat Docking




NH Kayak Launch (ADA Access)
Bike Access
Bike Racks
Additional Bike Parking 
at Amtrak Station
Figure 70: Water access plan..
Figure 71: Bike access plan.
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Figure 73: Conceptual lighting plan for the Hinsdale Island Greenway.
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Figure 76: Overview of  the proposed planting plan (see Appendix E for individual zone planting plans).
All lighting structures will be specified to be 
flood resistant, as the entirety of  the island falls 
within the 500-year floodplain.
The clustering of  main activity spaces on 
the island will reduce the amount of  grading 
necessary and minimize the areas disturbed 
by construction. The conceptual grading plan 
(Appendix D) aims to conserve as much of  
the existing mature tree canopy as possible. 
Much of  the intensive grading falls within the 
footprint of  the existing road and its shoulders. 
Clustering the amphitheater, riverside picnic 
space, and Kayaker’s Cove, - spaces that are 
outside of  the road footprint, - will help to 
preserve larger areas of  existing trees than if  
the spaces were spread out. This is beneficial 
because larger habitat patch sizes are more 
stable and capable of  supporting a greater 
variety of  species.
The proposed grading would generate large 
amounts of  cut material to create ADA paths 
down to the island’s northern end and the New 
Hampshire kayak launch. This material is kept 
on site and used to build up the elevation of  the 
performance space for the amphitheater and to 
sculpt earth forms along the western section of  
the island’s greenway (Figure 75). These earth 
forms allow for a balanced cut/fill grading plan 
while shaping space along the path. They are 
used to reinforce an alternating upriver and 
downriver viewshed as one moves along the 
path, creating a more dynamic experience and 
7.4 Grading Plan
7.5 Vegetation
guiding the visitor’s eye.
An extensive planting and restoration plan 
seeks to reinforce plant communities currently 
on the island, to introduce a new herbaceous 
meadow community along the greenway edges 
that are currently paved (Figure 65), and remove 
invasive plant species currently on the island. 
Figure 75: Cut and fill diagram, showing the estimated wetland boundaries (dashed pink lines).
At least two years prior to the beginning 
of  project construction, an invasive species 
management plan should be put into place. 
Extensive populations of  Celastrus orbiculatus 
(Oriental Bittersweet), as well as smaller 
populations of  Rosa multiflora (Multiflora 
Rose), Berberis thunbergia (Japanese Barberry), 
and Reynoutria japonica (Japanese Knotweed) 
should be removed. Management strategies 
will differ and should be specific to species, but 
these populations must be substantially reduced 
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Figure 78: Plant community diagram showing the proposed herbaceous meadow areas as well as the four existing plant communities found on site.
Cattail Marsh
Alder - Dogwood - Arrowwood Alluvial Thicket
Silver Maple - Wood Nettle - Ostrich Fern Floodplain Forest
Red Maple - Red Oak - Cinnamon Fern Forest
Herbaceous Meadow
or eliminated prior to construction and planting 
or else they will overwhelm the new desired 
plantings and reduce the ecological function of  
the island’s ecosystem (Burghardt et al., 2010).
The year prior to beginning construction 
of  the greenway infrastructure, a trained 
horticulturalist should lead a team to tag 
desirable existing plants within the construction 
footprint. These plants should be dug up and 
stored on site outside of  the construction 
footprint and replanted within disturbed areas 
at its completion, when feasible. 
Proposed planting and restoration areas will 
be located in the areas disturbed by grading 
and construction for the proposed project, or 
that were previously disturbed and therefore 
unvegetated on the island (Figure 76, Appendix 
E). More intensive plantings using B&B, potted, 
and plug material is proposed around the major 
gather spaces including the amphitheater, 
bathroom, island plaza, and rock scramble 
(Figure 76, Appendix E). Smaller bare-root 
saplings and herbaceous seed mixes are used for 
much of  the plantings throughout the rest of  
the project area to reduce project costs. 
Tree and shrub plantings will be placed to 
reinforce pathways and spaces. For example, 
plantings will be used to create a sense of  
enclosure on either side of  the amphitheater, 
as well as to separate it from the greenway’s 
multi-use trail (Figure 77). The alteration of  
the understory in key areas through removal, 
pruning, and/or replanting with different 
species will be used to open and maintain views. 
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Figure 77: Section elevation showing how plantings are used to create enclosure for the amphitheater.
For example, the proposed low shrub and 
herbaceous planting behind the amphitheater’s 
performance space will allow views to the 
water underneath the tree canopy from the 
amphitheater. Understory thinning is also 
used to manage views from the three viewing 
platforms along the eastern portion of  the 
island greenway looking downriver into the 
conserved cattail marsh and upriver into 
Wantastiquet Mountain. 
A native plant palette is proposed to maintain 
the current character of  the island, conserve 
rare habitat types within the watershed, and 
to improve ecological functioning. Hinsdale 
Island is currently a semi-wild space, located 
in the middle of  a gradient of  human influence 
between downtown Brattleboro and the 
forests of  Wantastiquet Mountain. Currently, 
four distinct plant communities exist on the 
island and this plan proposes adding a fifth 
where sections of  the old Rte. 119 pavement 
are to be removed (Figure 78). Using native 
species known to be associated with these 
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Figure 80: Sketches illustrating proposed leaky dams with rebar stakes for data collection.
educational and citizen science opportunities by 
visualizing a site transect across the island.
The site of  the leaky dam experiment is an 
existing intermittent channel that is 1-2 feet 
lower than the surrounding grade and intercepts 
the existing road base at a sharp angle (Figure 
79). During flood conditions, the added channel 
depth leads to faster moving water impacting 
the road base at this location, compared to the 
rest of  the island. The proposed intervention 
involves the installation of  leaky dams across 
the channel at regular intervals (Figure 80). The 
dams are made of  brush bundles secured end 
to end with deep staking. These brush bundles 
serve to slow the water’s velocity, which in turn 
reduces erosion and allows more sediment to 
drop out of  suspension (Bridges et al., 2018). 
In addition to the existing channel, this site is 
an ideal experimental opportunity because it is 
situated in a shrubby wetland community with 
willow and alder species. These shrubs thrive 
on disturbed soils and have adapted to quickly 
colonize any such soils and help to secure newly 
deposited sediments that may otherwise be 
swept away by more intense flood events.
Rebar stakes placed at 5-foot intervals 
downstream of  each leaky dam will be used as 
data collection points for sediment deposition. 
The distance from the top of  each piece of  
rebar to the soil level will be used as the existing 
condition present at installation. Subsequent 
measurements of  this distance will then be able 
to determine net gains or losses of  sediment 
over time – as measured by the length of  rebar 
exposed. As there is only one channel in which 
Leaky Dams
Brush Bundle
Sketch of  Leaky Dam in an Intermittent Channel
Re-bar Stake - Performance 
Monitoring
to deploy the leaky dams, this data can be used 
to monitor performance and enrich the project 
narrative to serve as a precedent and case 
study for future use of  leaky dams in similar 
situations, or even elsewhere on the island.
The second design experiment uses the project’s 
designed landforms which offer a perfect 
opportunity for replicated experimentation to 
determine how well compost blankets reduce 
erosion when planted with native grasses and 
forbs (Figure 81). Each landform will be graded 
so that there are specific sections with 4:1, 3:1, 
and 2:1 slope. A randomized plot design will 
be used to test three different compost blanket 
depths on each of  the three different slopes. 
Compost depths to be tested are 1.5”, 2”, and 
2.5”.  Previous research (Ahern et al., 2020) 
has shown that a 2” compost blanket seems to 
be the optimum depth for maximum erosion 
control, however in the supporting studies this 
was never tested in direct conjunction with the 
sowing of  native grasses and forbs. A uniform 
native grass and forb seed mix will be applied to 
plant communities based on the book Natural 
Communities of  New Hampshire (Sperduto 
& Nichols, 2012) maintains and enhances the 
current island experience as one moves within 
and between these communities.
Another reason native plants specific to the 
identified plant communities were employed was 
to strengthen the integrity of  the rare existing 
habitat types found on the island (Figure 28). 
These include wetlands and floodplain forests, 
which make up a relatively small amount of  
land within the watershed and an even smaller 
amount of  the watershed’s conserved lands. 
Such a planting plan strengthens habitat 
integrity and makes the island more valuable 
for conservation.
Finally, native plants in general are known to 
support ecological function and the base of  the 
food web. They have coevolved with a host of  
other organisms sharing their environment to 
be codependent on one another for survival 
(Tallamy, 2007). Just one example is the 
specificity of  insects to host plants. Each species 
of  native plants supports dozens to many 
hundreds of  species of  native insects as food, 
which then in turn support other organisms 
up the food web (Burghardt et al., 2009). By 
utilizing a native plant palette, the planting plan 
boosts the ecological function and productivity 
of  the island’s ecosystem.
Citizen Science & Education Transect
Leaky Dams
Compost Blankets
Figure 79: Locations of  proposed designed experiments and citizen science structures.
7.6 Designed Experiments
Design experiments are important ways in which 
design can be used to learn about a site, to test 
experimental features and interventions, and be 
used to adapt to changing site conditions. This 
project proposes three design experiments: the 
use of  leaky dams to raise stream bed elevation, 
the use of  compost blankets to control erosion 
and establish native grasses and forbs, and the 
construction of  a site transect for educational 
purposes and citizen science initiatives (Figure 
79). An intermittent cross channel on the 
island’s northern half  provides an ideal place 
to deploy “leaky dams” (semipermeable barriers 
to lateral water flow) to reduce erosion and 
raise the channel bed level. Meanwhile, the 
landforms proposed along the greenway as a 
means of  balancing cut and fill material provide 
an opportunity to further our knowledge 
regarding the effectiveness of  compost blankets 
to reduce erosion and establish native grasses 
and forbs. A third experiment involves a 
public art design intervention that provides 
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Citizen Science and Educational Transect
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Events
Figure 82: Sketches illustrating aesthetic and potential uses of  a citizen science transect.
The Hinsdale Island Greenway will create 
a crucial pedestrian connection across the 
Connecticut River between the towns of  
Hinsdale and Brattleboro (Figure 83). It is 
located within walking distance of  vibrant 
downtown Brattleboro which hosts Vermont’s 
second most active Amtrak station. The project 
is a significant step towards unifying the 
region’s existing non-vehicular transportation 
networks on either side of  the river. The 
7.7 Regional Connections greenway connects downtown Brattleboro 
with the Mountain Road trail head to the 
Wantastiquet Mountain trail system. Future 
greenway extensions north through Brattleboro 
and south along the Hinsdale shoreline can 
connect the West River trail to the north and 
the Fort Hill Rail Trail to the south. Achieving 
this interconnected network of  trails will help 
expand transportation options for community 
residents, enhance recreational opportunities, 
and help to strengthen inter-community 
connections.
all the test plots, with three test plots for each 
compost blanket depth on each slope, for a total 
of  27 test plots.
Similar to the leaky dams, erosion will be 
measured at five points marked by rebar stake. 
One at the top of  the slope, one at the toe of  
the slope, and the other three spaced evenly 
in between. Measurements will be taken from 
the top of  each piece of  rebar to the soil to 
determine its starting elevation from the soil 
surface. Subsequent measurements will be 
used to quantify the presence and amount of  
erosion that may take place. Annual vegetation 
inventories will document species establishment 
in flux over time in relation to the seed mix 
used. Together, this data will help organizations 
such as states’ departments of  transportation, 
conservation commissions, landscape architects, 
and other design, engineering, and conservation 
professionals refine compost blanket 
specification for vegetation establishment and 
erosion control along steep roadsides in future 
projects throughout the Northeast.
A third intervention is aimed at engaging 
greater aspects of  the public in observation and 
citizen science efforts. As indicated on Figure 
82, large industrial sections of  I-beam will be 
buried as posts markings points along a transect 
from Kayaker’s Cove to the northernmost 
viewing platform on the island. These posts will 
be numbered and create a public art sculpture 
that engages local residents in a citizen science 
initiative. This material choice, industrial steel 
beams, uses the industrial vernacular of  the 
bridges’ superstructures and brings it into 
the island landscape, while the positioning 
creates an actual transect through the island 
and its varied ecological communities that is 
visible to the public. The I-beams offer a great 
tool in which education signage regarding 
the changing plant communities and systems 
along the transect can be oriented, as well as 
literal markers to which observations can be 
tied as part of  outdoor labs and citizen science 
initiatives. 
These three interventions will generate data 
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Figure 81: Sketches illustrating the conceptual design of  landforms to evaluate compost blanket performance on different slopes.
over time, furthering our understanding of  
specific erosion control strategies and serving 
as a precedent for how a designed experiment 
may be incorporated into a public landscape. 
They also engage local residents in the changing 




The Hinsdale  Island Greenway proposes 
a comprehensive vision  for  the  use and 
conservation of  Hinsdale Island and its existing 
bridges. An iterative process, incorporating 
regular client presentations and public feedback, 
resulted in a final design that embodies the 
client’s goals and community values of  a balanced 
program of  recreation and conservation. New 
public spaces and facilities on the island provide 
for community gatherings and improved 
access to the Connecticut River. Thoughtful 
siting of  paths and spaces, a carefully crafted 
vegetation restoration and planting plan, and 
improved non-vehicular access across the river 
are expected to improve the resilience of  the 
project site and the surrounding communities. 
A transect framework, as proposed and defined 
in this paper (Chapter 5), was demonstrated 
as applicable to the site scale and used to 
determine design strategies and specific 
interventions. Opportunities for incorporating 
design experiments into the landscape were 
identified and proposed as a way to generate site 
specific knowledge and involve the public in a 
way that encourages investigation of  landscape 
processes. In summary, the Hinsdale Island 
Greenway may serve as a design experiment 
for improving riverine resiliency, incorporating 
designed experiments into public landscapes, 
and applying a transect framework at the site 
scale, while also laying out a bold vision for a 
public space and greenway serving the towns of  
Brattleboro, VT and Hinsdale, New Hampshire.
The proposed Hinsdale Island Greenway would 
increase the resiliency of  the riverine landscapes 
within the project site. Specifically, this project 
increases riverine resiliency by increasing 
flood resiliency, reducing invasive species 
pressure, and restoring rare habitat types, and 
strengthening non-vehicular transportation 
networks.
A number of  flood resiliency strategies 
identified previously (Chapter 3) would be 
implemented in this project. Early on in the 
project planning, the 100-year and 500-year 
flood elevations were determined and used to 
inform all subsequent design decisions. While 
the entirety of  Hinsdale Island is within the 
500-year flood plain, key infrastructure such as 
the greenway spine and restrooms are proposed 
to be located above the 100-year flood elevation. 
Often in riverine systems either physical, 
cultural, or economic constraints will be present 
that limit design options, such as locating all 
infrastructure in a place with zero flood risk. 
However, in such situations flood resilience can 
still be significantly improved by making the 
best choice possible in the given circumstances 
that will minimize future flood risk. Another 
strategy employed in this project is designing 
portions of  the landscape to be tolerant to 
flooding without significant damage.
All areas on Hinsdale Island will be designed 
to flood. Light fixtures, structures, pathways, 
gathering spaces, and proposed plantings will 
all be designed to either withstand periodic 
8.1 Riverine Resiliency flooding or to be easily and affordably repaired 
afterward. Landscapes designed to flood are 
a significant tool for increasing resiliency to 
flooding because such landscapes can function 
as vegetated floodplains, increasing floodwater 
storage capacity, while still functioning as 
important public spaces outside of  flood events. 
Maintaining a vegetated shoreline and floodplain 
is a critical component of  a resilient riverine 
landscape. Such vegetated areas stabilize the 
shoreline, while providing habitat and acting 
as an important wildlife corridor. This project 
prioritizes restoration and conservation 
strategies to improve the integrity of  the 
multiple plant communities already existing on 
the site. Invasive species control is proposed in 
order to promote existing and proposed native 
plantings. As river systems function as one-
way flows of  plant propagules downstream, 
such a management strategy not only improves 
the resiliency of  the project’s vegetative 
communities, but also that of  the larger river 
system by reducing the amount invasive plant 
propagules transported to other communities 
downstream. 
Additionally, this project conserves and 
restores important wetlands that function 
as habitat for migrating birds and spawning 
fish, among many other organisms. Riverine 
wetlands are a rare habitat that is crucial to the 
reproductive cycles of  numerous organisms. 
Due to its rarity, it acts like a reproductive 
bottleneck, limiting the size of  each subsequent 
generation. Prioritizing riverine habitat 
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Figure 83: Diagram of  existing, proposed, and future regional connections in relation to the project and adjacent communities.
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through the channel and raise the channel 
bed elevation without disturbing the existing 
vegetation and soils. This would prevent typical 
measures involving mechanical fill or the 
installation of  hardened edges or check dams. 
Instead, a soft infrastructure approach referred 
to as “leaky dams” was chosen. Such leaky dams 
are known to slow water flow within small 
channels, but it is unclear if  it will result in the 
long-term accumulation of  sediment that could 
gradually raise the channel bed over time. This 
could provide an opportunity for performance 
monitoring to see how the intervention 
performs over time in relation to the desired 
goals.
Another identified opportunity for knowledge 
generation started with a problem: what to do 
with all the cut material generated by carving 
ADA ramps into the existing roadbed? The 
project addressed this by turning it into an 
opportunity to insert a designed experiment 
into the landscape. It was realized that landforms 
created by the reused cut material could be used 
as test plots to evaluate the performance of  
different compost blanket depths on different 
slope grades. Previous projects included in 
the Landscape Architecture Performance 
Series (Collett & Taylor, 2014; Landscape 
Architecture Foundation, 2019)  include some 
designed experiments, however this will be the 
first that pairs a rigorous randomized block 
design typical with long term data collection.
Locating designed experiments adjacent to 
public pathways or spaces, as is proposed here, 
can allow for opportunities to educate the 
public about them or even involve the public 
through data collection or other citizen science 
initiatives. While there are some drawbacks, 
such as a degree of  typical experimental control 
associated with experiments located near public 
pathways, it is also an important opportunity to 
normalize the expectation that public landscapes 
contribute to scientific knowledge generation. 
All design experiments proposed for public 
landscapes must incorporate a monitoring 
program and identify individuals or 
organizations that will collect data. In general, 
simpler data collection methods are preferable 
because they do not require specialized 
personnel. This creates an opportunity for 
the design experiment to function as a piece 
of  educational infrastructure familiarizing 
community members with landscapes and the 
scientific process. For the experiments outlined 
in this project, a combination of  public citizen 
volunteers and specialized organizations is 
proposed. The data collection methods to 
quantify erosion associated with compost 
blankets and leaky dams (section 7.6) are simple 
and do not require specialized personnel. 
Thus, it is a good opportunity to utilize 
public volunteers. However, the monitoring 
of  vegetation establishment in relation to 
the compost blankets will require specialized 
knowledge to identify plants to species. 
A partner organization, such as a local 
conservation organization, or the Native Plant 
Trust, that can offer such specialized personnel 
is recommended. Data collection associated 
with the public art transect should be conducted 
by the public and/or local classrooms. Such 
data collection could be organized through an 
app designed for this purpose. In this case, an 
outside organization would be required to help 
with the development of  said data collection 
app.  
In addition, design experiments must be 
conceived as “safe-to-fail” experiments 
when placed in public landscapes. For safety, 
acceptability, liability reasons the risk and or 
consequence of  underperformance or failure 
must be minimal, clearly communicated, and 
agreed to by all parties. The design experiments 
proposed here meet this criteria and illustrate 
how such experiments can be safely incorporated 
into the public landscape.
For example, the proposed compost blanket 
design experiment is a perfect example of  
“safe-to-fail” design (Ahern, 2011) because 
the small height of  the landforms minimizes 
the maximum amount of  erosion that could 
occur, should the compost blankets fail or 
underperform. Additionally, the landforms are 
placed within a larger vegetated area that would 
trap sediment and protect adjacent waters and 
wetlands if  failure or underperformance were 
to occur. Reducing and defining risks that are 
acceptable to all stakeholders is necessary when 
proposing to embed designed experiments into 
public landscapes.
When designers propose or discuss design 
experiments with clients and the public it is 
important to use appropriate language. In 
fact, the term “design experiments” is not 
reproductive cycle of  a large number of  species 
is a cost-effective way to increase the ability of  
populations to bounce back after a disturbance. 
This therefore increases the overall resilience 
of  the river systems, which rely on a rich 
diversity of  species to fulfill specialized niches 
important to the proper function of  the overall 
system (Walker & Salt, 2012).
Finally, the proposed greenway across the river 
between Brattleboro and Hinsdale will improve 
the resiliency of  the local communities, which 
are intimately intertwined within the larger 
Connecticut River system (Novotny et al., 2010; 
Parsons & Thomas, 2018). In other words, for 
rivers that are settled by humans, in order for 
the river system to be resilient, the occupying 
human communities must also be resilient. 
Increasing non-vehicular transportation 
options increases community resiliency because 
it creates redundant systems of  transport, 
advances social equity, and improves community 
health. 
The greenway expands the non-vehicular 
transportation network, thereby helping to 
provide redundant systems of  transportation. If  
one system fails, other modalities can take over 
(Bahrami et al., 2019). It improves social equity, 
as many lower income members of  society do 
not have regular access to an automobile, and 
therefore must rely on other methods to get 
to work, seek healthcare, or obtain groceries. 
Finally, it provides convenient opportunities for 
physical activity to the residents of  downtown 
Brattleboro, thereby providing health benefits 
to the adjacent communities. Looking towards 
the future, the proposed Hinsdale Island 
Greenway unlocks opportunities for future 
work to connect existing bike and pedestrian 
networks on either side of  the river.
Designing with multiple scales in mind is an 
important method when designing for resilience 
(Novotny et al., 2010). Systems are nested, and 
system scales both above and below the scale 
of  individual projects sites must be considered. 
This project illustrates that approach in regard 
to non-vehicular transportation networks and 
riverine plant communities. One takeaway from 
this project is that there is much that can be 
done to affect site resilience, but little that can 
be done to effect immediate change of  the river 
system as a whole. This fact should be embraced, 
and the importance of  still designing with the 
larger system in mind should be understood, 
as the efforts of  many individual projects over 
time will accumulate to affect the larger system, 
for better or worse.
Additionally, when designing to increase the 
resilience of  riverine landscapes it is necessary 
to identify important flood elevations like the 
100-yr and 500-yr FEMA flood risk elevations 
early in the  project. With little control over the 
severity and frequency of  flood occurrences the 
most effective way to increase site resiliency to 
flooding is to design for it. Doing so requires an 
accurate understanding of  different flood risk 
zone on the site.
This  project serves as a precedent study for 
the design of  resilient riverine landscapes. 
Specific strategies identified and employed to 
8.2 Design Experiments
Design experiments and performance 
monitoring should play an increasing role in 
generating place-specific knowledge in order 
to improve the sustainability and resiliency 
of  designed landscapes (Ahern, 2011; Felson 
& Pickett, 2005; Nassauer & Opdam, 2008). 
This project demonstrates how both can be 
done within a public landscape by identifying 
inherent project opportunities for design 
experiments and public engagement.
Early in the design process it is important 
to recognize and identify opportunities for 
knowledge generation and innovative design. 
These opportunities could address designed 
interventions or material selection. For 
example, within the Hinsdale Island Greenway, 
a vegetated intermittent channel was identified 
that may contribute to erosion and undermine 
the road base during frequent flood conditions. 
In this regard, the goal is to slow waterflow 
this end include designing landscapes to flood, 
maintaining vegetated shorelines, and creating 
both diverse and redundant systems. The project 
highlights the ability of  designers to increase 
site resiliency within a riverine landscape, as 
well as the limited ability of  any one project to 
significantly affect the resilience of  the larger 
river system a site is located within. Finally, it 
demonstrates the importance of  identifying the 
100-yr and 500-yr FEMA flood risk elevations 
early on and using them to inform the entire 
design process.
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The proposed Hinsdale Island Greenway 
outlines a vibrant vision to transform a 
currently underused island into a valued public 
landscape while contributing to the topics of  
riverine resiliency, design experiments, and 
transect frameworks. This project illustrates 
how resiliency across multiple system scales, not 
just the project site, can be achieved when initial 
analysis and subsequent design strategies are 
nested across multiple geographic scales. The 
incorporation of  design experiments into public 
landscapes is shown to not only be possible and 
desirable but can in itself  contribute to project 
design goals. However, for design experiments 
to be successfully incorporated, they must 
address a specific design challenge inherent to 
the project and all stakeholders must agree that 
recommended for this use. While experiments 
has a positive connotation in academia and to 
researchers, it has a negative connotation when 
it comes to clients and their money. No one 
wants to “experiment with their capital. This 
was attested to unanimously in the interviews 
(Section 4.2). Instead, couch experimental 
approaches in the language of  performance 
monitoring and cost beneifits. This describes 
the benefits of  design experiments that cleints, 
rather than researchers, prioritize.
While the incorporation of  design  experiments 
into public landscapes presents a significant 
opportunity for knowledge generation, 
there may be limitations to the data they can 
generate., They relinquish some of  the control 
of  traditional experiments and may reduce how 
generally applicable findings may be outside of  
the environment in which they were generated. 
Additionally, there is always the risk that a 
new material or method may not perform as 
expected, leading to project damages. It is 
important that specific risks are clearly outlined 
and agreed to by all parties involved as being 
acceptable risks to take.
This project does not explore the issue of  how 
to best share the data generated from design 
experiments. The Landscape Performance 
Series by the Landscape Architecture 
Foundation is one avenue. This series publishes 
case studies and evaluation methodology 
on projects where some aspect of  landscape 
performance has been evaluated. Currently a 
centralized and standardized repository for the 
results of  design experiments does not seem 
8.3 Transect Frameworks
8.4 Conclusion
This project proposed the term transect 
frameworks to describe design and planning 
methodologies that utilize transects to analyze 
existing conditions and then propose planning 
or design strategies along the transect. Several 
previously published methodologies fall within 
this definition, including the urban transect and 
the green infrastructure transect (Abunnasr & 
Hamin, 2012; Duany & Talen, 2002; McHarg, 
1992).  However, examples of  transect 
frameworks found in the literature appear to 
be both subject specific (development patterns 
for the urban transect, green infrastructure 
for the green infrastructure transect) in the 
strategies they inform and have also only ever 
been applied at a regional scale. This project 
contributes to the existing body of  knowledge 
by demonstrating how transect frameworks 
applied at the project site scale can inform and 
determine design strategies and interventions.
The Hinsdale Island Greenway could serve as 
a “test” study of  using a transect framework 
to propose design strategies spanning a range 
of  project goals at the site scale. After initial 
inventory and assessment of  existing conditions, 
transects were used to analyze a specific group 
of  existing conditions that were deemed as 
significantly informing design strategies 
in three areas prioritized in this project: 
flood resiliency, recreation, and vegetation 
management. Several site specific transects 
were identified and used in conjunction with a 
transect through the site and the surrounding 
region to propose nested design strategies 
across scales. Successful implementation of  
a transect framework depends on identifying 
transects that accurately depict patterns, 
gradients, and landscape typologies within a 
site.
One of  the reasons that the transect framework 
appears to have worked so well with this 
project is the fact that there were two factors 
that served as organizing elements for all other 
site characteristics; existing development and 
the landscape’s relation to the river channel 
and its flood elevations. Due to the organizing 
force of  water gradients and flood elevations 
within river channels, it seems likely that this 
specific landscape typology lends itself  to a 
transect framework approach. If  the transect 
framework is most useful with project sites 
that exhibit major uni-direction gradients of  
landscape characteristics, then it seems likely 
the inverse is also true, that landscapes lacking 
such gradients would not lend themselves as 
well to a transect framework.
A transect framework is useful if  it can reveal 
changes in physical, chemical, ecological, or 
social characteristics across a given landscape. 
For this to be possible, a landscape must 
experience such changes, therefore the more 
uniform a project site is, the less useful a transect 
framework will likely be. On sites with existing 
condition gradients, transects are most effective 
when many of  the gradients experience the 
same direction of  change. This allows for more 
gradients to be revealed by a single transect. 
Thus transect frameworks are most useful when 
some organizing element(s) affect existing site 
characteristics in such a way that a majority of  
the existing conditions experience gradients of  
change in the same direction. This project thus 
proposes two rules for determining how useful 
a transect framework may be to site assessment 
and design. First, the site must not be uniform. 
Change in some site characteristics should 
occur as you move through the landscape. 
Second, some number of  site characteristics 
(preferably a majority) should exhibit gradients 
of  change in the same direction. Sites with 
strong organizing elements, like riverine 
landscapes, will thus be very amenable to a 
transect framework approach. 
This project also illustrates that the placement 
and orientation of  site transects is crucial to 
their successful implementation. In general, 
transects should be oriented parallel to the 
majority existing conditions of  interest. This 
will reveal how the studied characteristics 
change along the transect. However even in 
ideal sites, there is rarely ever gradients of  
change in only a single gradient of  change. 
Therefore, orient transects parallel to the 
majority gradient of  changes of  interest, then 
array additional transects parallel to the second 
largest group of  gradients.
Taking this project as an example. The most 
common gradient of  change for existing 
conditions of  interest was determined to be 
perpendicular to the road. This is because flood 
elevations in relation to the Connecticut River 
were the dominant organizing element within 
the site. Therefore the three site transects 
were oriented perpendicular to the road base. 
However secondary organizing elements were 
parallel to the direction of  the road, namely the 
regional level of  development and the physical 
shape of  the island. Therefore, to accurately 
show the different typologies of  the site a 
total of  three transects arrayed along the road 
and strategically placed to show the variable 
physical landforms on the site, were necessary..
This project proposes the transect framework 
and demonstrates how it can be applied at the 
site scale. Based on their application to this 
project, four rules governing their applicability 
and use are put forth (Figure 84).
1. Transect frameworks are not applicable for 
to exist. This unresolved issue of  how best to 
curate design experiment results should be a 
target for future projects and research.
The Hinsdale Island Greenway illustrates 
the importance of  identifying early on in 
the design process unique opportunities for 
innovative design and design experiments. 
Design Experiments should be “safe-to-fail”, 
with any potential risks clearly outlined and 
deemed acceptable by the community and 
all involved parties. When conceiving data 
collection methods simpler is usually better, as 
it allows for the possibility of  citizen science 
initiatives. Finally, when talking with the client 
and the public about design experiments, it is 
important to focus on their cost benefits, how 
they solve a specific design problem, and how 
they will be monitored over time to ensure 
desired landscape performance.
uniform sites, some variability in existing 
conditions is required.
2. The larger the number of  site existing 
conditions whose gradient of  change are 
oriented in the same direction, the more 
useful a transect framework will be.
3. Transects should be oriented parallel to the 
most common gradient of  change for the 
existing conditions of  interest.
4. Multiple transects should be arrayed parallel 
to the second most common gradient 
of  change for the existing conditions of  
interest, or otherwise arrayed to reveal 
different zones within the project site where 
the presence or compression of  existing 
conditions changes.
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any risk posed by failure or underperformance 
is small enough to be acceptable. Finally, this 
project contributes to the existing body of  
knowledge relating to the use of  transect-






1) Sites must have 
variability.
Guidelines for the use of  Transect Frameworks
2) Sites should have several 
existing conditions share 
common orientations for 
their gradient of  change.
3) Orient transects parallel to the most 
common gradient of  change among 
existing conditions of  interest.
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by proposing the term transect frameworks, 
illustrating how a transect framework can 
be applied at the site scale to propose design 
strategies and interventions, and proposed four 
rules to guide their applicability and use.
Figure 84: Graphic laying out the four proposed rules governing the applicability and use of  transect frameworks.
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Appendix B - Site Visit Plant List
This list is based on observations, notes, and 
photographs taken during a site visits on 
9/5/20,
Species Observed
Acer rubrum – red maple
Acer saccharinum – silver maple
Berberis thunbergia – Japanese barberry
Betula alba – paper birch
Bidens vulgate – tall -beggar-ticks
Carex sp. - sedges
Celastrus orbiculatus – oriental bittersweet
Cornus amomum – silky dogwood
Cynanchum louiseaeE – black swallowwort
Digitaria sp. - crabgrass
Eutrochium maculatum – spotted Joe-Pye weed
Fallopia japonica – Japanese knotweed
Frangula alnus – glossy buckthorn
Impatiens capensis - jewelweed
Iris sp. – iris
Linaria vulgaris – butter and eggs toadflax
Lythrum salicaria – purple loosestrife
Matteuccia struthiopteris – ostrich fern
Nymphaea odorata – white water-lily
Onoclea sensibilis – sensitive fern
Parthenocissus quinquefolia – Virginia creeper
Platanus occidentalis – American sycamore
Polygonum pennsylvanica – Pennsylvania 
smartweed
Populus deltoides – cottonwood
Quercus rubra – red oak
Rhus hirta – staghorn sumac
Robinia pseudoacacia – black locust
Rosa multiflora – multiflora rose
Salix sp. - willow
Sagittaria cuneata – northern arrowhead
Solidago spp. – goldenrod 
Spirea alba – white meadowsweet
Toxicodendron radicans – poison ivy
Typha latifolia – broad-leaved cat-tail
Ulmus rubra – slippery elm
Vitus spp. – wild grape
Appendix C - Original Graphic by 
Mathew Gomes used in Figure 40
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HINSDALE ISLAND GREENWAY -
CONCEPTUAL RESTORATION AND






SHRUBS (CONT.) CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY SECTOR 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 ZONE 5 ZONE 6 ZONE 7
CL CHASMANTHIUM LATIFOLIUM NORTHERN SEA OATS FLAT PLUG 174 104 70
ES ERAGROSTIS SPECTABILIS PURPLE LOVE GRASS FLAT PLUG 403 403
GS GLYCERIA STRIATA FOWL MANNA GRASS FLAT PLUG 20 20
PV PANICUM VIRGATUM SWITCH GRASS FLAT PLUG 162 35 18 52 57
SL SCHIZACHYRIUM SCOPARIUM LITTLE BLUESTEM FLAT PLUG 340 100 155 61 24
VINES CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY SECTOR 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 ZONE 5 ZONE 6 ZONE 7
CW2 CLEMATIS OCCIDENTALIS WESTERN BLUE VIRGIN`S BOWER FLAT PLUG 88 1 27 60
PC PHASEOLUS COCCINEUS SCARLET RUNNER FLAT PLUG 42 1 11 30
PA PHASEOLUS VULGARIS RATTLESNAKE MASTER KIDNEY BEAN FLAT PLUG 22 8 14
PLANT SCHEDULE
SHRUBS CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY SECTOR 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 ZONE 5 ZONE 6 ZONE 7
AR2 ALNUS RUGOSA SPECKLED ALDER 4` HT. LIVESTAKE 12 5 7
CA CLETHRA ALNIFOLIA SUMMERSWEET CLETHRA 25 GAL. POT 32 32
CA3 CORNUS AMOMUM SILKY DOGWOOD 5` HT. LIVESTAKE 30 6 15 9
CR CORNUS SERICEA RED TWIG DOGWOOD 4` HT. LIVESTAKE 37 14 12 11
CA2 CORYLUS AMERICANA AMERICAN HAZELNUT 5` HT. 17 12 5
CW CORYLUS CORNUTA WESTERN HAZELNUT 4` HT. POT 12 12
IW ILEX VERTICILLATA WINTERBERRY 15 GAL. POT 3 3
IW2 ILEX VERTICILLATA WINTERBERRY 30 GAL. POT 3 3
VH VACCINIUM CORYMBOSUM HIGHBUSH BLUEBERRY 30 GAL. POT 6 6
VA VIBURNUM DENTATUM VIBURNUM 25 GAL. POT 24 17 7
VP VIBURNUM NUDUM POSSUMHAW 25 GAL. POT 3 3
ANNUALS/PERENNIALS CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY SECTOR 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 ZONE 5 ZONE 6 ZONE 7
AI ASCLEPIAS INCARNATA SWAMP MILKWEED FLAT PLUG 12 12
EG EUTHAMIA GRAMINIFOLIA GRASS LEAFED GOLDENROD FLAT PLUG 99 99
GA GAILLARDIA ARISTATA BLANKET FLOWER FLAT PLUG 60 22 38
LS LIATRIS SPICATA SPIKE GAYFEATHER FLAT PLUG 9 9
MB MONARDA FISTULOSA BERGAMOT FLAT PLUG 256 203 8 32 13
PD PENSTEMON DIGITALIS BEARDTONGUE FLAT PLUG 261 248 13
PH PETUNIA X HYBRIDA PETUNIA FLAT PLUG 72 72
PM PYCNANTHEMUM MUTICUM CLUSTERED MOUNTAINMINT FLAT PLUG 109 74 23 12
PS PYCNANTHEMUM TENUIFOLIUM SLENDER MOUNTAIN MINT FLAT PLUG 34 34
SL5 SAGITTARIA LATIFOLIA LANCE-LEAFED ARROWHEAD FLAT PLUG 13 13
SR SOLIDAGO RIGIDA STIFF GOLDENROD FLAT PLUG 203 143 32 28
SP SYMPHYOTRICHUM PILOSUM FROST ASTER FLAT PLUG 62 32 15 15
SP2 SYMPHYOTRICHUM PUNICEUM SWAMP ASTER FLAT PLUG 33 24 9
TL TYPHA LATIFOLIA BROAD LEAVED CATTAIL FLAT PLUG 202 202
FERN CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY SECTOR 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 ZONE 5 ZONE 6 ZONE 7
DP2 DENNSTAEDTIA PUNCTILOBULA HAY-SCENTED FERN FLAT PLUG 150 100 50
MV MATTEUCCIA STRUTHIOPTERIS PENSYLVANICA OSTRICH FERN FLAT PLUG 240 81 159
OS ONOCLEA SENSIBILIS SENSITIVE FERN FLAT PLUG 108 80 28
OC OSMUNDA CINNAMOMEA CINNAMON FERN FLAT PLUG 65 65
GRASSES CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY SECTOR 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 ZONE 5 ZONE 6 ZONE 7
AH AGROSTIS HYEMALIS SMALL BENTGRASS FLAT PLUG 232 159 73
BC BOUTELOUA CURTIPENDULA SIDE OATS GRAMA FLAT PLUG 54 54









TREES CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY SECTOR 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 ZONE 5 ZONE 6 ZONE 7
AR ACER RUBRUM RED MAPLE 1.5" CAL. POT 8 3 5
AS ACER SACCHARINUM SILVER MAPLE 0.75" CAL. WHIP 11 2 3 1 5
BA BETULA ALLEGHANIENSIS YELLOW BIRCH 8` HT. POT 8 7 1
BL1 BETULA LENTA SWEET BIRCH 2" CAL. POT 19 9 3 7
BL2 BETULA LENTA SWEET BIRCH 5` HT. WHIP 11 6 5
CO CELTIS OCCIDENTALIS COMMON HACKBERRY 4` HT. WHIP 1 1
PO PLATANUS OCCIDENTALIS AMERICAN SYCAMORE 1.5" CAL. B&B 6 6
PH2 POPULUS DELTOIDES EASTERN COTTONWOOD 3" CAL. B&B 4 3 1
PH1 POPULUS DELTOIDES EASTERN COTTONWOOD 8` HT. WHIP 16 8 8
QP QUERCUS PALUSTRIS PIN OAK 2.5" CAL. B&B 2 2
QR1 QUERCUS RUBRA RED OAK 2.5" CAL. B&B 3 1 2
QR2 QUERCUS RUBRA RED OAK 5` HT. WHIP 8 1 7
UP ULMUS AMERICANA `PRINCETON` PRINCETON AMERICAN ELM 3" CAL. B&B 1 1
PLANT SCHEDULE
GROUND COVERS CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER SPACING QTY SECTOR 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 ZONE 5 ZONE 6 ZONE 7
RESTORATION MIX 1 24,700 SF 3,522 SF 1,363 SF 19,816 SF
AH3 AGROSTIS HYEMALIS SMALL BENTGRASS SEED SEED 1,976 SF 282 SF 109 SF 1,585 SF
AV ANDROPOGON VIRGINICUS BROOMSEDGE BLUESTEM SEED SEED 2,272 SF 324 SF 125 SF 1,823 SF
CF CHAMAECRISTA FASCICULATA PARTRIDGE PEA SEED SEED 741 SF 106 SF 41 SF 594 SF
DC3 DESMODIUM CANADENSE SHOWY TICK TREFOIL SEED SEED 494 SF 70 SF 27 SF 396 SF
DC2 DICHANTHELIUM CLANDESTINUM DEER TONGUE SEED SEED 4,940 SF 704 SF 273 SF 3,963 SF
EC ELYMUS CANADENSIS CANADA WILD RYE SEED SEED 2,470 SF 352 SF 136 SF 1,982 SF
ER ELYMUS RIPARIUS RIVERBANK RYE SEED SEED 2,470 SF 352 SF 136 SF 1,982 SF
JT JUNCUS TENUIS POVERTY RUSH SEED SEED 1,235 SF 176 SF 68 SF 991 SF
PI2 PARTHENOCISSUS QUINQUEFOLIA NONE VIRGINIA CREEPER SEED SEED 741 SF 106 SF 41 SF 594 SF
PM2 PYCNANTHEMUM MUTICUM CLUSTERED MOUNTAINMINT SEED SEED 99 SF 14 SF 5 SF 79 SF
SL3 SCHIZACHYRIUM SCOPARIUM LITTLE BLUESTEM SEED SEED 6,175 SF 880 SF 341 SF 4,954 SF
SR2 SOLIDAGO RIGIDA STIFF GOLDENROD SEED SEED 173 SF 25 SF 10 SF 139 SF
SW SOLIDAGO RUGOSA WRINKLELEAF GOLDENROD SEED SEED 173 SF 25 SF 10 SF 139 SF
SC SYMPHYOTRICHUM CORDIFOLIUM BLUE WOOD ASTER SEED SEED 741 SF 106 SF 41 SF 594 SF
RESTORATION MIX 2 18,156 SF 8,954 SF 4,266 SF 4,936 SF
BC3 BOEHMERIA CYLINDRICA FALSE NETTLE SEED SEED 545 SF 269 SF 128 SF 148 SF
CI CAREX INTUMESCENS GREATER BLADDER SEDGE SEED SEED 1,816 SF 895 SF 427 SF 494 SF
CS2 CAREX SCOPARIA BROOM SEDGE SEED SEED 1,452 SF 716 SF 341 SF 395 SF
CS CINNA ARUNDINACEA STOUT WOOD-REEDGRASS SEED SEED 3,086 SF 1,522 SF 725 SF 839 SF
DC4 DICHANTHELIUM CLANDESTINUM DEER TONGUE SEED SEED 4,539 SF 2,238 SF 1,067 SF 1,234 SF
ER2 ELYMUS RIPARIUS RIVERBANK RYE SEED SEED 2,723 SF 1,343 SF 640 SF 740 SF
EV ELYMUS VIRGINICUS VIRGINIA WILD RYE SEED SEED 908 SF 448 SF 213 SF 247 SF
EM EUTROCHIUM MACULATUM SPOTTED JOE PYE WEED SEED SEED 545 SF 269 SF 128 SF 148 SF
IC IMPATIENS CAPENSIS SPOTTED JEWELWEED SEED SEED 908 SF 448 SF 213 SF 247 SF
PI PARTHENOCISSUS QUINQUEFOLIA NONE VIRGINIA CREEPER SEED SEED 545 SF 269 SF 128 SF 148 SF
TP THALICTRUM PUBESCENS KING OF THE MEADOW SEED SEED 545 SF 269 SF 128 SF 148 SF
ZA2 ZIZIA AUREA GOLDEN ALEXANDER SEED SEED 545 SF 269 SF 128 SF 148 SF
RESTORATION MIX 3 18,935 SF 9,386 SF 1,528 SF 5,375 SF 2,647 SF
AH4 AGROSTIS HYEMALIS SMALL BENTGRASS SEED SEED 2,840 SF 1,408 SF 229 SF 806 SF 397 SF
AN ARALIA NUDICAULIS WILD SARSAPARILLA SEED SEED 379 SF 188 SF 31 SF 107 SF 53 SF
CP CAREX PENSYLVANICA PENNSYLVANIA SEDGE SEED SEED 947 SF 469 SF 76 SF 269 SF 132 SF
CS3 CINNA ARUNDINACEA STOUT WOOD-REEDGRASS SEED SEED 2,840 SF 1,408 SF 229 SF 806 SF 397 SF
DC5 DICHANTHELIUM CLANDESTINUM DEER TONGUE SEED SEED 947 SF 469 SF 76 SF 269 SF 132 SF
EC2 ELYMUS CANADENSIS CANADA WILD RYE SEED SEED 1,894 SF 939 SF 153 SF 537 SF 265 SF
ER3 ELYMUS RIPARIUS RIVERBANK RYE SEED SEED 1,894 SF 939 SF 153 SF 537 SF 265 SF
ED EURYBIA DIVARICATA WHITE WOOD ASTER SEED SEED 568 SF 282 SF 46 SF 161 SF 79 SF
JT2 JUNCUS TENUIS POVERTY RUSH SEED SEED 1,894 SF 939 SF 153 SF 537 SF 265 SF
PS2 PYCNANTHEMUM TENUIFOLIUM SLENDER MOUNTAIN MINT SEED SEED 568 SF 282 SF 46 SF 161 SF 79 SF
SL4 SCHIZACHYRIUM SCOPARIUM LITTLE BLUESTEM SEED SEED 1,894 SF 939 SF 153 SF 537 SF 265 SF
SW2 SOLIDAGO RUGOSA WRINKLELEAF GOLDENROD SEED SEED 568 SF 282 SF 46 SF 161 SF 79 SF
SN SYMPHYOTRICHUM NOVAE-ANGLIAE NEW ENGLAND ASTER SEED SEED 568 SF 282 SF 46 SF 161 SF 79 SF
SP3 SYMPHYOTRICHUM PILOSUM FROST ASTER SEED SEED 568 SF 282 SF 46 SF 161 SF 79 SF
ZA3 ZIZIA AUREA GOLDEN ALEXANDER SEED SEED 568 SF 282 SF 46 SF 161 SF 79 SF
DP DENNSTAEDTIA PUNCTILOBULA HAY-SCENTED FERN FLAT PLUG 18" o.c. 42 42
GRASSES CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER SPACING QTY SECTOR 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 ZONE 5 ZONE 6 ZONE 7
AH2 AGROSTIS HYEMALIS SMALL BENTGRASS FLAT PLUG 12" o.c. 1,760 1,760
BC2 BOUTELOUA CURTIPENDULA SIDE OATS GRAMA FLAT PLUG 18" o.c. 377 377
DC DICHANTHELIUM CLANDESTINUM DEER TONGUE FLAT PLUG 18" o.c. 725 725
PV2 PANICUM VIRGATUM SWITCH GRASS FLAT PLUG 30" o.c. 411 411
SL2 SCHIZACHYRIUM SCOPARIUM LITTLE BLUESTEM FLAT PLUG 18" o.c. 1,311 1,311
PLANT SCHEDULE
Planting Notes
1. Planting contractor shall visit site prior to submitting bid to become completely familiar with site
conditions.
2. No planting will be installed until all grading and construction has been completed in immediate
area.
3. If there is a discrepancy between the number of plants shown on the plan and the number of plants
shown in the plant list, the number of plants shown on plan will take precedence.
4. All container material to be grown in container a minimum of 6 months.
5. All material shall comply with the latest edition of the American Standard for Nursery Stock,
American Association of Nurseryman
6. Contractor shall repair all damage to property from planting operations at no  cost to the owner.
7. Contractor shall guarantee new plant material through one calendar year from time of provisional
acceptance.
8. Contractor shall water planting as necessary via water truck during the first growing season.
9. Plant material should be installed in either spring or late summer/early fall to allow for establishment
prior to summer heat and winter freeze, thaw action.
10. Spacing of plants is to be based on measurements taken parallel to the  ground plane.
11. All disturbed areas not to be paved or planted shall be loamed and seeded as shown.  See
specifications for seed mix.
12. Staking and guying shall be determined by the Landscape Architect on a tree by tree basis.  For
pricing purposes, provide a per tree unit cost for staking and guying.  If staking and guying is
required, remove tree wrap, stakes, and guy wires at end of first growing season.
13. Planting beds of herbaceous plugs, shrubs, and trees should be mulched with shredded bark to a
depth of 1.5" and mulch should not contact plant crowns or trunks.
14. Areas that are seeded should be lightly covered with seed free straw. Do not apply shredded bark
mulch to herbaceous, shrub, or trees planted within a seeded area.
Site Preparation Notes
1. An Invasive species management and removal plan to be enacted minimum of 1 year, but preferably
2 years prior to the beginning of site construction.
2. Invasive species should be managed, and if possible removed, from both planted and unplanted
areas of the island to reduce invasive pressure on the proposed future plantings.
3. Major populations of the following exotic and invasive species are present within the limit of work:
Celastrus orbiculatus (oriental bittersweet), Rosa multiflora (multiflora rose), Berberis thunbergii
(Japanese barberry), and Reynoutria japonica (Japanese knotweed).
4. Invasive species such as Celastrus orbiculatus and Reynoutria japonica that readily resprout when
cut and propagate from vegetative cuttings should be controlled via systemic herbicide.
5. When possible, apply herbicide via stump painting. If stump painting is not possible, then
"glove-of-death" is the next preferable method, followed by targeted spraying.
6. Consult with an invasive species specialist and a certified pesticide applicator to design a
management plan targeting the invasive species present on site.
7. Invasive plant materials that have the potential to propagate or that carry ripe seed/berries should be
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1. REFER TO SITE PREPARATION NOTES AND PLANTING NOTES ON SHEET 1 -PLANTING PLAN OVERVIEW..
TREES CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY
AR ACER RUBRUM RED MAPLE 1.5" CAL. POT 5
QP QUERCUS PALUSTRIS PIN OAK 2.5" CAL. B&B 2
UP ULMUS AMERICANA `PRINCETON` PRINCETON AMERICAN ELM 3" CAL. B&B 1
ANNUALS/PERENNIALS CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY
AI ASCLEPIAS INCARNATA SWAMP MILKWEED FLAT PLUG 12
GA GAILLARDIA ARISTATA BLANKET FLOWER FLAT PLUG 38
MB MONARDA FISTULOSA BERGAMOT FLAT PLUG 13
PH PETUNIA X HYBRIDA PETUNIA FLAT PLUG 72
PM PYCNANTHEMUM MUTICUM CLUSTERED MOUNTAINMINT FLAT PLUG 12
SP2 SYMPHYOTRICHUM PUNICEUM SWAMP ASTER FLAT PLUG 9
GRASSES CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY
CL CHASMANTHIUM LATIFOLIUM NORTHERN SEA OATS FLAT PLUG 70
ES ERAGROSTIS SPECTABILIS PURPLE LOVE GRASS FLAT PLUG 403
PV PANICUM VIRGATUM SWITCH GRASS FLAT PLUG 57
SL SCHIZACHYRIUM SCOPARIUM LITTLE BLUESTEM FLAT PLUG 24




























SEE PLANTING DETAIL 2
SEE PLANTING DETAIL 3
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1. REFER TO SITE PREPARATION NOTES AND PLANTING NOTES ON SHEET 1 -PLANTING PLAN OVERVIEW..
VINES CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY
CW2 CLEMATIS OCCIDENTALIS WESTERN BLUE VIRGIN`S BOWER FLAT PLUG 60
PC PHASEOLUS COCCINEUS SCARLET RUNNER FLAT PLUG 30
PA PHASEOLUS VULGARIS RATTLESNAKE MASTER KIDNEY BEAN FLAT PLUG 14




























































































































































































































SEE PLANTING DETAIL 4
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GROUND COVERS CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER SPACING QTY
RESTORATION MIX 1 3,522 SF
AH3 AGROSTIS HYEMALIS SMALL BENTGRASS SEED SEED 282 SF
AV ANDROPOGON VIRGINICUS BROOMSEDGE BLUESTEM SEED SEED 324 SF
CF CHAMAECRISTA FASCICULATA PARTRIDGE PEA SEED SEED 106 SF
DC3 DESMODIUM CANADENSE SHOWY TICK TREFOIL SEED SEED 70 SF
DC2 DICHANTHELIUM CLANDESTINUM DEER TONGUE SEED SEED 704 SF
EC ELYMUS CANADENSIS CANADA WILD RYE SEED SEED 352 SF
ER ELYMUS RIPARIUS RIVERBANK RYE SEED SEED 352 SF
JT JUNCUS TENUIS POVERTY RUSH SEED SEED 176 SF
PI2 PARTHENOCISSUS QUINQUEFOLIA NONE VIRGINIA CREEPER SEED SEED 106 SF
PM2 PYCNANTHEMUM MUTICUM CLUSTERED MOUNTAINMINT SEED SEED 14 SF
SL3 SCHIZACHYRIUM SCOPARIUM LITTLE BLUESTEM SEED SEED 880 SF
SR2 SOLIDAGO RIGIDA STIFF GOLDENROD SEED SEED 25 SF
SW SOLIDAGO RUGOSA WRINKLELEAF GOLDENROD SEED SEED 25 SF
SC SYMPHYOTRICHUM CORDIFOLIUM BLUE WOOD ASTER SEED SEED 106 SF
RESTORATION MIX 2 8,954 SF
BC3 BOEHMERIA CYLINDRICA FALSE NETTLE SEED SEED 269 SF
CI CAREX INTUMESCENS GREATER BLADDER SEDGE SEED SEED 895 SF
CS2 CAREX SCOPARIA BROOM SEDGE SEED SEED 716 SF
CS CINNA ARUNDINACEA STOUT WOOD-REEDGRASS SEED SEED 1,522 SF
DC4 DICHANTHELIUM CLANDESTINUM DEER TONGUE SEED SEED 2,238 SF
ER2 ELYMUS RIPARIUS RIVERBANK RYE SEED SEED 1,343 SF
EV ELYMUS VIRGINICUS VIRGINIA WILD RYE SEED SEED 448 SF
EM EUTROCHIUM MACULATUM SPOTTED JOE PYE WEED SEED SEED 269 SF
IC IMPATIENS CAPENSIS SPOTTED JEWELWEED SEED SEED 448 SF
PI PARTHENOCISSUS QUINQUEFOLIA NONE VIRGINIA CREEPER SEED SEED 269 SF
TP THALICTRUM PUBESCENS KING OF THE MEADOW SEED SEED 269 SF
ZA2 ZIZIA AUREA GOLDEN ALEXANDER SEED SEED 269 SF
RESTORATION MIX 3 9,386 SF
AH4 AGROSTIS HYEMALIS SMALL BENTGRASS SEED SEED 1,408 SF
AN ARALIA NUDICAULIS WILD SARSAPARILLA SEED SEED 188 SF
CP CAREX PENSYLVANICA PENNSYLVANIA SEDGE SEED SEED 469 SF
CS3 CINNA ARUNDINACEA STOUT WOOD-REEDGRASS SEED SEED 1,408 SF
DC5 DICHANTHELIUM CLANDESTINUM DEER TONGUE SEED SEED 469 SF
EC2 ELYMUS CANADENSIS CANADA WILD RYE SEED SEED 939 SF
ER3 ELYMUS RIPARIUS RIVERBANK RYE SEED SEED 939 SF
ED EURYBIA DIVARICATA WHITE WOOD ASTER SEED SEED 282 SF
JT2 JUNCUS TENUIS POVERTY RUSH SEED SEED 939 SF
PS2 PYCNANTHEMUM TENUIFOLIUM SLENDER MOUNTAIN MINT SEED SEED 282 SF
SL4 SCHIZACHYRIUM SCOPARIUM LITTLE BLUESTEM SEED SEED 939 SF
SW2 SOLIDAGO RUGOSA WRINKLELEAF GOLDENROD SEED SEED 282 SF
SN SYMPHYOTRICHUM NOVAE-ANGLIAE NEW ENGLAND ASTER SEED SEED 282 SF
SP3 SYMPHYOTRICHUM PILOSUM FROST ASTER SEED SEED 282 SF
ZA3 ZIZIA AUREA GOLDEN ALEXANDER SEED SEED 282 SF
PLANT SCHEDULE ZONE 3
SHRUBS CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY
CA CLETHRA ALNIFOLIA SUMMERSWEET CLETHRA 25 GAL. POT 32
CA3 CORNUS AMOMUM SILKY DOGWOOD 5` HT. LIVESTAKE 6
CR CORNUS SERICEA RED TWIG DOGWOOD 4` HT. LIVESTAKE 14
CA2 CORYLUS AMERICANA AMERICAN HAZELNUT 5` HT. 12
CW CORYLUS CORNUTA WESTERN HAZELNUT 4` HT. POT 12
IW ILEX VERTICILLATA WINTERBERRY 15 GAL. POT 3
IW2 ILEX VERTICILLATA WINTERBERRY 30 GAL. POT 3
VH VACCINIUM CORYMBOSUM HIGHBUSH BLUEBERRY 30 GAL. POT 6
VA VIBURNUM DENTATUM VIBURNUM 25 GAL. POT 17
VP VIBURNUM NUDUM POSSUMHAW 25 GAL. POT 3
VINES CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY
CW2 CLEMATIS OCCIDENTALIS WESTERN BLUE VIRGIN`S BOWER FLAT PLUG 3
PC PHASEOLUS COCCINEUS SCARLET RUNNER FLAT PLUG 3
FERN CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY
DP2 DENNSTAEDTIA PUNCTILOBULA HAY-SCENTED FERN FLAT PLUG 100
MV MATTEUCCIA STRUTHIOPTERIS PENSYLVANICA OSTRICH FERN FLAT PLUG 81
OS ONOCLEA SENSIBILIS SENSITIVE FERN FLAT PLUG 80
OC OSMUNDA CINNAMOMEA CINNAMON FERN FLAT PLUG 65
ANNUALS/PERENNIALS CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY
EG EUTHAMIA GRAMINIFOLIA GRASS LEAFED GOLDENROD FLAT PLUG 99
GA GAILLARDIA ARISTATA BLANKET FLOWER FLAT PLUG 22
MB MONARDA FISTULOSA BERGAMOT FLAT PLUG 203
PD PENSTEMON DIGITALIS BEARDTONGUE FLAT PLUG 248
PM PYCNANTHEMUM MUTICUM CLUSTERED MOUNTAINMINT FLAT PLUG 74
PS PYCNANTHEMUM TENUIFOLIUM SLENDER MOUNTAIN MINT FLAT PLUG 34
SR SOLIDAGO RIGIDA STIFF GOLDENROD FLAT PLUG 143
SP SYMPHYOTRICHUM PILOSUM FROST ASTER FLAT PLUG 32
SP2 SYMPHYOTRICHUM PUNICEUM SWAMP ASTER FLAT PLUG 24
GRASSES CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY
AH AGROSTIS HYEMALIS SMALL BENTGRASS FLAT PLUG 159
CL CHASMANTHIUM LATIFOLIUM NORTHERN SEA OATS FLAT PLUG 104
PV PANICUM VIRGATUM SWITCH GRASS FLAT PLUG 35
SL SCHIZACHYRIUM SCOPARIUM LITTLE BLUESTEM FLAT PLUG 100
PLANT SCHEDULE ZONE 3
TREES CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY
AR ACER RUBRUM RED MAPLE 1.5" CAL. POT 3
AS ACER SACCHARINUM SILVER MAPLE 0.75" CAL. WHIP 2
BA BETULA ALLEGHANIENSIS YELLOW BIRCH 8` HT. POT 7
BL1 BETULA LENTA SWEET BIRCH 2" CAL. POT 9
BL2 BETULA LENTA SWEET BIRCH 5` HT. WHIP 6
CO CELTIS OCCIDENTALIS COMMON HACKBERRY 4` HT. WHIP 1
PH2 POPULUS DELTOIDES EASTERN COTTONWOOD 3" CAL. B&B 3
PH1 POPULUS DELTOIDES EASTERN COTTONWOOD 8` HT. WHIP 8
QR1 QUERCUS RUBRA RED OAK 2.5" CAL. B&B 1
QR2 QUERCUS RUBRA RED OAK 5` HT. WHIP 1
PLANT SCHEDULE ZONE 3
GROUND COVERS CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER SPACING QTY
DP DENNSTAEDTIA PUNCTILOBULA HAY-SCENTED FERN FLAT PLUG 18" o.c. 42
GRASSES CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER SPACING QTY
AH2 AGROSTIS HYEMALIS SMALL BENTGRASS FLAT PLUG 12" o.c. 1,760
BC2 BOUTELOUA CURTIPENDULA SIDE OATS GRAMA FLAT PLUG 18" o.c. 377
DC DICHANTHELIUM CLANDESTINUM DEER TONGUE FLAT PLUG 18" o.c. 725
PV2 PANICUM VIRGATUM SWITCH GRASS FLAT PLUG 30" o.c. 411
SL2 SCHIZACHYRIUM SCOPARIUM LITTLE BLUESTEM FLAT PLUG 18" o.c. 1,311
PLANT SCHEDULE ZONE 3
GENERAL NOTES
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1. REFER TO SITE PREPARATION NOTES AND PLANTING NOTES ON SHEET 1 -PLANTING PLAN OVERVIEW..
SHRUBS CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY
CR CORNUS SERICEA RED TWIG DOGWOOD 4` HT. LIVESTAKE 12
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1. REFER TO SITE PREPARATION NOTES AND PLANTING NOTES ON SHEET 1 -PLANTING PLAN OVERVIEW..
SHRUBS CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY
AR2 ALNUS RUGOSA SPECKLED ALDER 4` HT. LIVESTAKE 5
CA3 CORNUS AMOMUM SILKY DOGWOOD 5` HT. LIVESTAKE 15
CR CORNUS SERICEA RED TWIG DOGWOOD 4` HT. LIVESTAKE 11
FERN CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY
DP2 DENNSTAEDTIA PUNCTILOBULA HAY-SCENTED FERN FLAT PLUG 50
MV MATTEUCCIA STRUTHIOPTERIS PENSYLVANICA OSTRICH FERN FLAT PLUG 159
OS ONOCLEA SENSIBILIS SENSITIVE FERN FLAT PLUG 28
ANNUALS/PERENNIALS CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY
MB MONARDA FISTULOSA BERGAMOT FLAT PLUG 8
PD PENSTEMON DIGITALIS BEARDTONGUE FLAT PLUG 13
PM PYCNANTHEMUM MUTICUM CLUSTERED MOUNTAINMINT FLAT PLUG 23
SL5 SAGITTARIA LATIFOLIA LANCE-LEAFED ARROWHEAD FLAT PLUG 13
SR SOLIDAGO RIGIDA STIFF GOLDENROD FLAT PLUG 32
SP SYMPHYOTRICHUM PILOSUM FROST ASTER FLAT PLUG 15
TL TYPHA LATIFOLIA BROAD LEAVED CATTAIL FLAT PLUG 202
GRASSES CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY
BC BOUTELOUA CURTIPENDULA SIDE OATS GRAMA FLAT PLUG 54
GS GLYCERIA STRIATA FOWL MANNA GRASS FLAT PLUG 20
PV PANICUM VIRGATUM SWITCH GRASS FLAT PLUG 18
SL SCHIZACHYRIUM SCOPARIUM LITTLE BLUESTEM FLAT PLUG 155
PLANT SCHEDULE ZONE 5
GROUND COVERS CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER SPACING QTY
RESTORATION MIX 1 1,363 SF
AH3 AGROSTIS HYEMALIS SMALL BENTGRASS SEED SEED 109 SF
AV ANDROPOGON VIRGINICUS BROOMSEDGE BLUESTEM SEED SEED 125 SF
CF CHAMAECRISTA FASCICULATA PARTRIDGE PEA SEED SEED 41 SF
DC3 DESMODIUM CANADENSE SHOWY TICK TREFOIL SEED SEED 27 SF
DC2 DICHANTHELIUM CLANDESTINUM DEER TONGUE SEED SEED 273 SF
EC ELYMUS CANADENSIS CANADA WILD RYE SEED SEED 136 SF
ER ELYMUS RIPARIUS RIVERBANK RYE SEED SEED 136 SF
JT JUNCUS TENUIS POVERTY RUSH SEED SEED 68 SF
PI2 PARTHENOCISSUS QUINQUEFOLIA NONE VIRGINIA CREEPER SEED SEED 41 SF
PM2 PYCNANTHEMUM MUTICUM CLUSTERED MOUNTAINMINT SEED SEED 5 SF
SL3 SCHIZACHYRIUM SCOPARIUM LITTLE BLUESTEM SEED SEED 341 SF
SR2 SOLIDAGO RIGIDA STIFF GOLDENROD SEED SEED 10 SF
SW SOLIDAGO RUGOSA WRINKLELEAF GOLDENROD SEED SEED 10 SF
SC SYMPHYOTRICHUM CORDIFOLIUM BLUE WOOD ASTER SEED SEED 41 SF
RESTORATION MIX 2 4,266 SF
BC3 BOEHMERIA CYLINDRICA FALSE NETTLE SEED SEED 128 SF
CI CAREX INTUMESCENS GREATER BLADDER SEDGE SEED SEED 427 SF
CS2 CAREX SCOPARIA BROOM SEDGE SEED SEED 341 SF
CS CINNA ARUNDINACEA STOUT WOOD-REEDGRASS SEED SEED 725 SF
DC4 DICHANTHELIUM CLANDESTINUM DEER TONGUE SEED SEED 1,067 SF
ER2 ELYMUS RIPARIUS RIVERBANK RYE SEED SEED 640 SF
EV ELYMUS VIRGINICUS VIRGINIA WILD RYE SEED SEED 213 SF
EM EUTROCHIUM MACULATUM SPOTTED JOE PYE WEED SEED SEED 128 SF
IC IMPATIENS CAPENSIS SPOTTED JEWELWEED SEED SEED 213 SF
PI PARTHENOCISSUS QUINQUEFOLIA NONE VIRGINIA CREEPER SEED SEED 128 SF
TP THALICTRUM PUBESCENS KING OF THE MEADOW SEED SEED 128 SF
ZA2 ZIZIA AUREA GOLDEN ALEXANDER SEED SEED 128 SF
RESTORATION MIX 3 1,528 SF
AH4 AGROSTIS HYEMALIS SMALL BENTGRASS SEED SEED 229 SF
AN ARALIA NUDICAULIS WILD SARSAPARILLA SEED SEED 31 SF
CP CAREX PENSYLVANICA PENNSYLVANIA SEDGE SEED SEED 76 SF
CS3 CINNA ARUNDINACEA STOUT WOOD-REEDGRASS SEED SEED 229 SF
DC5 DICHANTHELIUM CLANDESTINUM DEER TONGUE SEED SEED 76 SF
EC2 ELYMUS CANADENSIS CANADA WILD RYE SEED SEED 153 SF
ER3 ELYMUS RIPARIUS RIVERBANK RYE SEED SEED 153 SF
ED EURYBIA DIVARICATA WHITE WOOD ASTER SEED SEED 46 SF
JT2 JUNCUS TENUIS POVERTY RUSH SEED SEED 153 SF
PS2 PYCNANTHEMUM TENUIFOLIUM SLENDER MOUNTAIN MINT SEED SEED 46 SF
SL4 SCHIZACHYRIUM SCOPARIUM LITTLE BLUESTEM SEED SEED 153 SF
SW2 SOLIDAGO RUGOSA WRINKLELEAF GOLDENROD SEED SEED 46 SF
SN SYMPHYOTRICHUM NOVAE-ANGLIAE NEW ENGLAND ASTER SEED SEED 46 SF
SP3 SYMPHYOTRICHUM PILOSUM FROST ASTER SEED SEED 46 SF
ZA3 ZIZIA AUREA GOLDEN ALEXANDER SEED SEED 46 SF
PLANT SCHEDULE ZONE 5
TREES CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY
AS ACER SACCHARINUM SILVER MAPLE 0.75" CAL. WHIP 3
BA BETULA ALLEGHANIENSIS YELLOW BIRCH 8` HT. POT 1
BL1 BETULA LENTA SWEET BIRCH 2" CAL. POT 3
BL2 BETULA LENTA SWEET BIRCH 5` HT. WHIP 5
PH2 POPULUS DELTOIDES EASTERN COTTONWOOD 3" CAL. B&B 1
PH1 POPULUS DELTOIDES EASTERN COTTONWOOD 8` HT. WHIP 8
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TREES CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY
AS ACER SACCHARINUM SILVER MAPLE 0.75" CAL. WHIP 1
BL1 BETULA LENTA SWEET BIRCH 2" CAL. POT 7
QR1 QUERCUS RUBRA RED OAK 2.5" CAL. B&B 2
QR2 QUERCUS RUBRA RED OAK 5` HT. WHIP 7
SHRUBS CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY
AR2 ALNUS RUGOSA SPECKLED ALDER 4` HT. LIVESTAKE 7
CA3 CORNUS AMOMUM SILKY DOGWOOD 5` HT. LIVESTAKE 9
CA2 CORYLUS AMERICANA AMERICAN HAZELNUT 5` HT. 5
VA VIBURNUM DENTATUM VIBURNUM 25 GAL. POT 7
VINES CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY
CW2 CLEMATIS OCCIDENTALIS WESTERN BLUE VIRGIN`S BOWER FLAT PLUG 1
PC PHASEOLUS COCCINEUS SCARLET RUNNER FLAT PLUG 1
ANNUALS/PERENNIALS CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY
LS LIATRIS SPICATA SPIKE GAYFEATHER FLAT PLUG 9
MB MONARDA FISTULOSA BERGAMOT FLAT PLUG 32
SR SOLIDAGO RIGIDA STIFF GOLDENROD FLAT PLUG 28
SP SYMPHYOTRICHUM PILOSUM FROST ASTER FLAT PLUG 15
GRASSES CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY
AH AGROSTIS HYEMALIS SMALL BENTGRASS FLAT PLUG 73
PV PANICUM VIRGATUM SWITCH GRASS FLAT PLUG 52
SL SCHIZACHYRIUM SCOPARIUM LITTLE BLUESTEM FLAT PLUG 61
GROUND COVERS CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER SPACING QTY
RESTORATION MIX 1 19,816 SF
AH3 AGROSTIS HYEMALIS SMALL BENTGRASS SEED SEED 1,585 SF
AV ANDROPOGON VIRGINICUS BROOMSEDGE BLUESTEM SEED SEED 1,823 SF
CF CHAMAECRISTA FASCICULATA PARTRIDGE PEA SEED SEED 594 SF
DC3 DESMODIUM CANADENSE SHOWY TICK TREFOIL SEED SEED 396 SF
DC2 DICHANTHELIUM CLANDESTINUM DEER TONGUE SEED SEED 3,963 SF
EC ELYMUS CANADENSIS CANADA WILD RYE SEED SEED 1,982 SF
ER ELYMUS RIPARIUS RIVERBANK RYE SEED SEED 1,982 SF
JT JUNCUS TENUIS POVERTY RUSH SEED SEED 991 SF
PI2 PARTHENOCISSUS QUINQUEFOLIA NONE VIRGINIA CREEPER SEED SEED 594 SF
PM2 PYCNANTHEMUM MUTICUM CLUSTERED MOUNTAINMINT SEED SEED 79 SF
SL3 SCHIZACHYRIUM SCOPARIUM LITTLE BLUESTEM SEED SEED 4,954 SF
SR2 SOLIDAGO RIGIDA STIFF GOLDENROD SEED SEED 139 SF
SW SOLIDAGO RUGOSA WRINKLELEAF GOLDENROD SEED SEED 139 SF
SC SYMPHYOTRICHUM CORDIFOLIUM BLUE WOOD ASTER SEED SEED 594 SF
RESTORATION MIX 3 5,375 SF
AH4 AGROSTIS HYEMALIS SMALL BENTGRASS SEED SEED 806 SF
AN ARALIA NUDICAULIS WILD SARSAPARILLA SEED SEED 107 SF
CP CAREX PENSYLVANICA PENNSYLVANIA SEDGE SEED SEED 269 SF
CS3 CINNA ARUNDINACEA STOUT WOOD-REEDGRASS SEED SEED 806 SF
DC5 DICHANTHELIUM CLANDESTINUM DEER TONGUE SEED SEED 269 SF
EC2 ELYMUS CANADENSIS CANADA WILD RYE SEED SEED 537 SF
ER3 ELYMUS RIPARIUS RIVERBANK RYE SEED SEED 537 SF
ED EURYBIA DIVARICATA WHITE WOOD ASTER SEED SEED 161 SF
JT2 JUNCUS TENUIS POVERTY RUSH SEED SEED 537 SF
PS2 PYCNANTHEMUM TENUIFOLIUM SLENDER MOUNTAIN MINT SEED SEED 161 SF
SL4 SCHIZACHYRIUM SCOPARIUM LITTLE BLUESTEM SEED SEED 537 SF
SW2 SOLIDAGO RUGOSA WRINKLELEAF GOLDENROD SEED SEED 161 SF
SN SYMPHYOTRICHUM NOVAE-ANGLIAE NEW ENGLAND ASTER SEED SEED 161 SF
SP3 SYMPHYOTRICHUM PILOSUM FROST ASTER SEED SEED 161 SF
ZA3 ZIZIA AUREA GOLDEN ALEXANDER SEED SEED 161 SF
PLANT SCHEDULE ZONE 6GENERAL NOTES
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TREES CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY
AS ACER SACCHARINUM SILVER MAPLE 0.75" CAL. WHIP 5
PO PLATANUS OCCIDENTALIS AMERICAN SYCAMORE 1.5" CAL. B&B 6
VINES CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER QTY
CW2 CLEMATIS OCCIDENTALIS WESTERN BLUE VIRGIN`S BOWER FLAT PLUG 27
PC PHASEOLUS COCCINEUS SCARLET RUNNER FLAT PLUG 11
PA PHASEOLUS VULGARIS RATTLESNAKE MASTER KIDNEY BEAN FLAT PLUG 8
GROUND COVERS CODE BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SIZE CONTAINER SPACING QTY
RESTORATION MIX 2 4,936 SF
BC3 BOEHMERIA CYLINDRICA FALSE NETTLE SEED SEED 148 SF
CI CAREX INTUMESCENS GREATER BLADDER SEDGE SEED SEED 494 SF
CS2 CAREX SCOPARIA BROOM SEDGE SEED SEED 395 SF
CS CINNA ARUNDINACEA STOUT WOOD-REEDGRASS SEED SEED 839 SF
DC4 DICHANTHELIUM CLANDESTINUM DEER TONGUE SEED SEED 1,234 SF
ER2 ELYMUS RIPARIUS RIVERBANK RYE SEED SEED 740 SF
EV ELYMUS VIRGINICUS VIRGINIA WILD RYE SEED SEED 247 SF
EM EUTROCHIUM MACULATUM SPOTTED JOE PYE WEED SEED SEED 148 SF
IC IMPATIENS CAPENSIS SPOTTED JEWELWEED SEED SEED 247 SF
PI PARTHENOCISSUS QUINQUEFOLIA NONE VIRGINIA CREEPER SEED SEED 148 SF
TP THALICTRUM PUBESCENS KING OF THE MEADOW SEED SEED 148 SF
ZA2 ZIZIA AUREA GOLDEN ALEXANDER SEED SEED 148 SF
RESTORATION MIX 3 2,647 SF
AH4 AGROSTIS HYEMALIS SMALL BENTGRASS SEED SEED 397 SF
AN ARALIA NUDICAULIS WILD SARSAPARILLA SEED SEED 53 SF
CP CAREX PENSYLVANICA PENNSYLVANIA SEDGE SEED SEED 132 SF
CS3 CINNA ARUNDINACEA STOUT WOOD-REEDGRASS SEED SEED 397 SF
DC5 DICHANTHELIUM CLANDESTINUM DEER TONGUE SEED SEED 132 SF
EC2 ELYMUS CANADENSIS CANADA WILD RYE SEED SEED 265 SF
ER3 ELYMUS RIPARIUS RIVERBANK RYE SEED SEED 265 SF
ED EURYBIA DIVARICATA WHITE WOOD ASTER SEED SEED 79 SF
JT2 JUNCUS TENUIS POVERTY RUSH SEED SEED 265 SF
PS2 PYCNANTHEMUM TENUIFOLIUM SLENDER MOUNTAIN MINT SEED SEED 79 SF
SL4 SCHIZACHYRIUM SCOPARIUM LITTLE BLUESTEM SEED SEED 265 SF
SW2 SOLIDAGO RUGOSA WRINKLELEAF GOLDENROD SEED SEED 79 SF
SN SYMPHYOTRICHUM NOVAE-ANGLIAE NEW ENGLAND ASTER SEED SEED 79 SF
SP3 SYMPHYOTRICHUM PILOSUM FROST ASTER SEED SEED 79 SF
ZA3 ZIZIA AUREA GOLDEN ALEXANDER SEED SEED 79 SF
PLANT SCHEDULE ZONE 7
GENERAL NOTES
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PLANTING DETAIL 1
PLANTING DETAIL 2
PLANTING DETAIL 3
PLANTING DETAIL 4
